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CALCULATION OF REGISTRATION FEE

Title of Each Class of Securities Offered
Aggregate

Offering Price
Amount of

Registration Fee(1)

2.875% Senior Notes Due 2023 U.S.$ 300,000,000 U.S.$ 40,920
4.375% Senior Notes Due 2043 U.S.$ 700,000,000 U.S.$ 95,480

Total U.S.$     1,000,000,000 U.S.$     136,400

(1) Calculated in accordance with Rule 457(r) of the Securities Act of 1933
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PROSPECTUS SUPPLEMENT

(To Prospectus Dated April 8, 2013)

Fomento Económico Mexicano, S.A.B. de C.V.
U.S. $300,000,000 2.875% Senior Notes due 2023

U.S. $700,000,000 4.375% Senior Notes due 2043

We are offering U.S. $300,000,000 aggregate principal amount of our 2.875% senior notes due 2023 (the �2023 notes�) and U.S. $700,000,000 aggregate principal
amount of our 4.375% senior notes due 2043 (the �2043 notes� and, together with the 2023 notes, the �notes�).

We will pay interest on each series of notes on May 10 and November 10 of each year, beginning on November 10, 2013. The 2023 notes will mature on May 10,
2023. The 2043 notes will mature on May 10, 2043.

The notes will rank equally in right of payment with all of our other unsecured and unsubordinated debt obligations from time to time outstanding. The notes will
not be guaranteed by any of our subsidiaries.

In the event of certain changes in the applicable rate of withholding taxes on interest, we may redeem the notes of either series, in whole but not in part, at a price
equal to 100% of their principal amount plus accrued interest to the redemption date. We may redeem, in whole or in part, the notes of either series at any time by
paying the greater of the principal amount of the notes to be redeemed and the applicable �make-whole� amount, plus accrued interest to the redemption date. See
�Description of Notes�Optional Redemption� in this prospectus supplement.

We will apply to list the notes on the New York Stock Exchange. In addition, application will be made to the Irish Stock Exchange for the approval of this
prospectus supplement as listing particulars (the �Listing Particulars�). Application will be made to have the notes listed on the Official List of the Irish Stock
Exchange and admitted to trading on the Global Exchange Market of the Irish Stock Exchange. The Global Exchange Market is not a regulated market for the
purposes of Directive 2004/39/EC. However, even if admission to listing is obtained on either exchange, we will not be required to maintain it.

Investing in the notes involves risks. See �Risk Factors� beginning on page S-12 of this prospectus supplement and page 4 of the
accompanying prospectus to review risk factors you should consider before purchasing the notes.

Price to 
Public(1)

Underwriting
Discounts

Price to
Underwriters

Proceeds to
FEMSA,  before

expenses(1)

2.875% Senior Notes due 2023 99.776% 0.200% 99.576% U.S. $ 298,728,000
4.375% Senior Notes due 2043 98.504% 0.200% 98.304% U.S. $ 688,128,000
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(1) Plus accrued interest, if any, from May 10, 2013.
Neither the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission nor any state securities commission has approved or disapproved of these securities or passed upon the
accuracy or adequacy of this prospectus supplement or the accompanying prospectus. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offense.

THE SECURITIES HAVE NOT BEEN AND WILL NOT BE REGISTERED WITH THE NATIONAL SECURITIES REGISTRY (REGISTRO
NACIONAL DE VALORES) MAINTAINED BY THE MEXICAN NATIONAL BANKING AND SECURITIES COMMISSION (COMISIÓN
NACIONAL BANCARIA Y DE VALORES, OR �CNBV�), AND MAY NOT BE OFFERED OR SOLD PUBLICLY IN MEXICO, EXCEPT THAT THE
SECURITIES MAY BE OFFERED AND SOLD IN MEXICO, PURSUANT TO THE PRIVATE PLACEMENT EXEMPTION SET FORTH IN
ARTICLE 8 OF THE MEXICAN SECURITIES MARKET LAW (LEY DEL MERCADO DE VALORES), TO INSTITUTIONAL AND QUALIFIED
INVESTORS. UPON THE ISSUANCE OF ANY SECURITIES, WE WILL NOTIFY THE CNBV OF THE ISSUANCE, INCLUDING THE
PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SECURITIES AND THE OFFERING OF THE SECURITIES OUTSIDE MEXICO. SUCH NOTICE
WILL BE DELIVERED TO THE CNBV TO COMPLY WITH A LEGAL REQUIREMENT AND FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY, AND
THE DELIVERY TO AND THE RECEIPT BY THE CNBV OF SUCH NOTICE, DOES NOT CONSTITUTE OR IMPLY ANY CERTIFICATION AS
TO THE INVESTMENT QUALITY OF THE SECURITIES OR OF OUR SOLVENCY, LIQUIDITY OR CREDIT QUALITY OR THE ACCURACY
OR COMPLETENESS OF THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN THIS PROSPECTUS. THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS
PROSPECTUS IS THE EXCLUSIVE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE ISSUER AND HAS NOT BEEN REVIEWED OR AUTHORIZED BY THE CNBV.

ANY OFFER OR SALE OF NOTES IN ANY MEMBER STATE OF THE EUROPEAN ECONOMIC AREA WHICH HAS IMPLEMENTED
DIRECTIVE 2003/71/EC (THE �PROSPECTUS DIRECTIVE�) MUST BE ADDRESSED TO QUALIFIED INVESTORS (AS DEFINED IN THE
PROSPECTUS DIRECTIVE).

The underwriters expect to deliver the notes through the facilities of The Depository Trust Company (�DTC�) against payment in New York on May 10, 2013.

Joint Bookrunners

BBVA Citigroup Goldman, Sachs & Co.
This prospectus supplement is dated May 7, 2013
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We are responsible for the information contained in this prospectus supplement, the accompanying prospectus and the documents
incorporated by reference herein and therein. Neither we nor any of the underwriters has authorized any person to give you any other
information, and neither we nor any of the underwriters takes any responsibility for any other information that others may give you.
This document may only be used where it is legal to sell these securities. You should not assume that the information contained in this
prospectus supplement, the accompanying prospectus and the documents incorporated by reference is accurate as of any date other
than their respective dates. Our business, financial condition, results of operations and prospects may have changed since those dates.
We are not making an offer of these securities in any jurisdiction where the offer is not permitted.
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PROSPECTUS SUPPLEMENT SUMMARY

This summary highlights key information described in greater detail in this prospectus supplement or the accompanying prospectus, including
the documents incorporated by reference. You should read carefully the entire prospectus supplement, the accompanying prospectus and the
documents incorporated by reference before making an investment decision.

FEMSA

Overview

We are a Mexican company headquartered in Monterrey, Mexico, and our origin dates back to 1890. Our company was incorporated on May 30,
1936 and has a duration of 99 years. The duration can be extended indefinitely by resolution of our shareholders. Our legal name is Fomento
Económico Mexicano, S.A.B. de C.V., and in commercial contexts we frequently refer to ourselves as FEMSA. Our principal executive offices
are located at General Anaya No. 601 Pte., Colonia Bella Vista, Monterrey, Nuevo León 64410, Mexico. Our telephone number at this location
is (52-81) 8328-6000. Our website is www.femsa.com. We are organized as a sociedad anónima bursátil de capital variable under the laws of
Mexico.

We conduct our operations through the following principal holding companies, each of which we refer to as a principal sub-holding company:

� Coca-Cola FEMSA, S.A.B. de C.V., which engages in the production, distribution and marketing of beverages;

� FEMSA Comercio, S.A. de C.V. which operates small-format stores; and

� CB Equity LLP, which holds our investment in Heineken.
The following table presents an overview of our operations by reportable segment and by geographic area:

Operations by Segment�Overview

Year Ended December 31, 2012 and % of growth vs. last year(1)

Coca-Cola FEMSA FEMSA Comercio CB  Equity(2)

(in millions of Mexican pesos, except for employees and percentages)
Total revenues Ps.147,739 20% Ps.86,433 17% Ps.�  �  
Gross Profit 68,630 21% 30,250 19% �  �  
Total assets 166,103 17% 31,092 17% 79,268 4% 
Employees 73,395 5% 91,943 10% �  �  

Total Revenues Summary by Segment(1)

Year Ended December 31,
2012 2011

Coca-Cola FEMSA Ps.147,739 Ps.123,224
FEMSA Comercio 86,433 74,112
CB Equity(2) �  �  
Other 15,899 13,360
Consolidated total revenues Ps.238,309 Ps.201,540
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Total Revenues Summary by Geographic Area(3)

Year Ended December 31,
2012 2011

Mexico and Central America(4) Ps.155,576 Ps.129,716
South America(5) 56,444 52,149
Venezuela 26,800 20,173
Consolidated total revenues 238,309 201,540

(1) The sum of the financial data for each of our segments and percentages with respect thereto differ from our consolidated financial
information due to intercompany transactions, which are eliminated in consolidation, and certain assets and activities of FEMSA.

(2) CB Equity holds Heineken N.V. and Heineken Holding N.V. shares.
(3) The sum of the financial data for each geographic area differs from our consolidated financial information due to intercompany

transactions, which are eliminated in consolidation.
(4) Central America includes Guatemala, Nicaragua, Costa Rica and Panama. Domestic (Mexico-only) revenues were Ps.

148,098 million and Ps. 122,690 million for the years ended December 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively.
(5) Includes Colombia, Brazil and Argentina. Brazilian revenues were Ps. 30,930 million and Ps. 31,405 million for the years ended

December 31, 2012 and 2011, respectively.
Business Strategy

FEMSA is a leading company that participates in the beverage industry through Coca-Cola FEMSA, the largest franchise bottler of Coca-Cola
products in the world; in the retail industry through FEMSA Comercio, operating OXXO, the largest and fastest-growing chain of small-format
stores in Latin America; and in the beer industry, through its ownership of the second largest equity stake in Heineken, one of the world�s leading
brewers with operations in 178 countries.

We understand the importance of connecting with our end consumers by interpreting their needs, and ultimately delivering the right products to
them for the right occasions and the optimal value proposition. We strive to achieve this by developing brand value, expanding our significant
distribution capabilities, and improving the efficiency of our operations while aiming to reach our full potential. We continue to improve our
information gathering and processing systems in order to better know and understand what our consumers want and need, and we are improving
our production and distribution by more efficiently leveraging our asset base.

We believe that the competencies that our businesses have developed can be replicated in other geographic regions. This underlying principle
guided our consolidation efforts, which culminated in Coca-Cola FEMSA�s acquisition of Panamco in May 2003. The continental platform that
this combination produced�encompassing a significant territorial expanse in Mexico and Central America, including some of the most populous
metropolitan areas in Latin America�has provided us with opportunities to create value through both an improved ability to execute our strategies
and the use of superior marketing tools. We have also increased our capabilities to operate and succeed in other geographic regions, by
developing significant management and marketing tools to gain an understanding of local consumer needs and trends, as is the case with
OXXO�s Colombian operations. Going forward, we intend to use those capabilities to continue our international expansion of both Coca-Cola
FEMSA and FEMSA Comercio, expanding both our geographic footprint and our presence in beverage categories and small box retail formats,
as well as taking advantage of potential opportunities to leverage our skill set and key competencies.

Our objective is to create economic, social, and environmental value for our stakeholders�including our employees, our consumers, our
shareholders, and the enterprises and institutions within our society�now and into the future.

S-2
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Recent Developments

Results for the three months ended March 31, 2013

We announced our unaudited results for the three months ended March 31, 2013 on April 24, 2013. These results are based upon our
consolidated unaudited interim financial information prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards (�IFRS�) for the
three months ended March 31, 2013 and 2012. We have presented financial information for the three months ended March 31, 2013 and 2012 in
Mexican pesos for each period. The highlights of these results are as follows.

FEMSA Consolidated

Consolidated total revenues increased 4.6% to Ps. 56.203 billion in the first quarter of 2013 compared to Ps. 53.746 billion in the first quarter of
2012. FEMSA Comercio drove the growth in consolidated revenues.

Consolidated gross profit increased 6.0% to Ps. 23.255 billion in the first quarter of 2013 compared to Ps. 21.936 billion in the first quarter of
2012, driven by margin expansion at Coca-Cola FEMSA and FEMSA Comercio. Gross margin increased by 0.6%, from 40.8% of consolidated
total revenues in the first quarter of 2012 to 41.4% in the first quarter of 2013.

Consolidated net income increased 5.1% to Ps. 3.939 billion in the first quarter of 2013 compared to Ps. 3.749 billion in the first quarter of 2012
driven by an increase in FEMSA�s 20% participation in Heineken�s net income for the first quarter of 2013 combined with lower financing
expenses.

Capital expenditures (which includes investments in property, plant and equipment, intangible and other assets, net of cost of long lived assets
sold) amounted to Ps. 3.213 billion in the first quarter of 2013, driven by incremental capacity-driven investments in Colombia by Coca-Cola
FEMSA.

Our consolidated balance sheet as of March 31, 2013 recorded a cash balance, including investments, of Ps. 28.855 billion (U.S. $2.343 billion),
a decrease of Ps. 9.261 billion (U.S. $752.0 million) compared to December 31, 2012 reflecting the acquisition of 51 percent of Coca-Cola
Bottlers Philippines which was partially compensated by cash generation at both our core operations. Short-term debt was Ps. 8.365 billion (U.S.
$679.2 million), while long-term debt was Ps. 26.610 billion (U.S. $2.161 billion), which includes the effect of derivative financial instruments
that hedge a portion of this debt. Our consolidated net debt balance was Ps. 6.120 billion (U.S. $496.9 million).

Coca-Cola FEMSA

Coca-Cola FEMSA�s total revenues were Ps. 33.561 billion in the first quarter of 2013, remaining flat as compared to the first quarter of 2012.
High single-digit revenue growth in the Mexico & Central America Division, including the integration of Grupo Fomento Queretano into our
Mexican operations, compensated for a negative translation effect resulting from the devaluation of the Venezuelan bolivar, the Argentine peso
and the Brazilian real.

Coca-Cola FEMSA�s reported gross profit increased 2.3% to Ps. 15.548 billion in the first quarter of 2013, as compared to the first quarter of
2012. Lower sweetener and polyethylene terephthalate prices in most of Coca-Cola FEMSA�s territories compensated for the depreciation of the
average exchange rate of the Venezuelan bolivar, the Argentine peso and the Brazilian real as applied to Coca-Cola FEMSA�s U.S.
dollar-denominated raw material costs. Gross margin reached 46.3%, an increase of 1.0% as compared to the first quarter of 2012.

FEMSA Comercio

During the first quarter of 2013, FEMSA Comercio�s total revenues increased 14.0% to Ps. 21.703 billion mainly driven by the opening of 135
new stores, reaching 1,037 total net new store openings for the last twelve
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months. As of March 31, 2013, FEMSA Comercio had a total of 10,736 convenience stores. Same-store sales increased an average of 4.8% for
the first quarter of 2013 over the first quarter of 2012, reflecting a 6.1% increase in average customer ticket that offset a 1.2% decrease in store
traffic.

FEMSA Comercio�s gross profit increased 17.3% to Ps. 7.224 billion in the first quarter of 2013 compared to Ps. 6.156 billion in the first quarter
of 2012, driven by (i) a positive mix shift due to the growth of higher margin categories, including services, (ii) a more efficient use of
promotion-related marketing resources, and (iii) a better execution of segmented pricing strategies across markets. Gross margin increased by
1.0%, from 32.3% of consolidated total revenues in the first quarter of 2012 to 33.3% in the first quarter of 2013.

The following table sets forth our unaudited consolidated statements of financial position under IFRS as of March 31, 2013 and December 31,
2012:

March
2013

December
2012

ASSETS
Current Assets:
Cash and cash equivalents $ 2,278 Ps. 28,059 Ps.  36,521
Investments 65 796 1,595
Accounts receivable, net 734 9,044 10,837
Inventories 1,182 14,557 16,345
Recoverable taxes 551 6,789 6,277
Other current financial assets 139 1,714 2,546
Other current assets 149 1,831 1,334

Total current assets 5,098 62,790 75,455

Investments in associates and joint ventures 7,089 87,302 83,840
Property, plant and equipment, net 4,824 59,413 61,649
Intangible assets, net 5,365 66,076 67,893
Deferred tax assets 342 4,217 2,028
Other financial assets 184 2,269 2,254
Other assets, net 269 3,309 2,823

TOTAL ASSETS $ 23,172 Ps.285,376 Ps.295,942

LIABILITIES AND EQUITY
Current Liabilities:
Bank loans and notes payable $ 326 Ps.    4,021 Ps.    4,213
Current portion of long-term debt 353 4,344 4,489
Interest payable 16 197 207
Suppliers 1,737 21,393 24,629
Accounts payable 608 7,492 6,522
Taxes payable 345 4,251 5,048
Other current financial liabilities 1,060 13,050 3,408

Total current liabilities 4,445 54,748 48,516

Long-Term Liabilities:
Bank loans and notes payable 2,257 27,791 28,640
Post-employment and other long-term employee benefits 287 3,529 3,675
Deferred tax liabilities 60 744 700
Other financial liabilities 77 949 836
Provisions and other long-term liabilities 274 3,368 3,414
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Total long-term liabilities 2,955 36,381 37,265

Total liabilities 7,400 91,129 85,781
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March
2013

December
2012

Equity:
Controlling interest:
Capital stock 272 3,346 3,346
Additional paid-in capital 1,830 22,533 22,740
Retained earnings 10,104 124,437 128,508
Cumulative other comprehensive income (528) (6,493) 665

Total controlling interest 11,678 143,823 155,259

Non-controlling interest in consolidated subsidiaries 4,094 50,424 54,902

Total equity 15,772 194,247 210,161

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND EQUITY $ 23,172 Ps.285,376 Ps.295,942

The following table sets forth our unaudited consolidated income statements under IFRS for the three months ended March 31, 2013 and 2012:

2013 2012
Net sales $ 4,537 Ps.55,878 Ps.53,369
Other operating revenues 26 325 377

Total revenues 4,563 56,203 53,746
Cost of goods sold 2,675 32,948 31,810

Gross profit 1,888 23,255 21,936

Administrative expenses 183 2,259 2,329
Selling expenses 1,268 15,617 14,471
Other income 13 154 445
Other expenses (35) (426) (171) 
Financing expenses, net:
Interest expense (53) (651) (613) 
Interest income 14 176 175
Foreign exchange (loss) gain, net (3) (40) (458) 
Gain (loss) on monetary position for subsidiaries in hyperinflationary economies (3) (34) 5
Market value gain (loss) on financial instruments (6) (72) 20

(51) (621) (871) 

Income before income taxes and share of the profit of associates and joint ventures accounted for
using the equity method 364 4,486 4,539
Income taxes 120 1,475 1,447
Share of the profit of associates and joint ventures accounted for using the equity method, net of
taxes 75 928 657

Consolidated net income $ 319 Ps. 3,939 Ps. 3,749

Controlling interest 211 2,613 2,318
Non-controlling interest 108 1,326 1,431

Consolidated net income $ 319 Ps. 3,939 Ps. 3,749
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The following table sets forth certain operating results by segment under IFRS for the three months ended March 31, 2013 and 2012:

Three Months Ended March 31,
Coca-Cola FEMSA FEMSA Comercio

2013 2012 2013 2012
(in millions of Mexican pesos,

except for percentages)
Total revenues Ps. 33,561 Ps.33,542 Ps. 21,703 Ps. 19,033
Cost of sales 18,013 18,338 14,479 12,877
Gross profit 15,548 15,204 7,224 6,156
Administrative expenses 1,426 1,539 464 386
Selling expenses 9,838 9,414 5,770 4,988
Other operating expenses (income), net 210 (63) 19 (27) 
Depreciation 1,404 1,201 545 459
Amortization and other non-cash charges 267 162 54 42
Capital expenditures(1) 2,171 1,253 812 726
Gross margin 46.3% 45.3% 33.3% 32.3% 

(1) Includes investments in property, plant and equipment, intangible and other assets, net of cost of long lived assets sold.
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SUMMARY OF THE OFFERING

The following summary contains basic information about the notes and is not intended to be complete. It does not contain all the information
that is important to you. For a more complete description of the terms and conditions of the notes, see �Description of Notes� in this prospectus
supplement and �Description of Debt Securities� in the accompanying prospectus.

Issuer Fomento Económico Mexicano, S.A.B. de C.V.

Notes Offered U.S. $300,000,000 aggregate principal amount of 2.875% senior notes due 2023.
U.S.$700,000,000 aggregate principal amount of 4.375% senior notes due 2043.

Price to Public 99.776%, plus accrued interest, if any, from May 10, 2013 for the 2023 notes.
98.504%, plus accrued interest, if any, from May 10, 2013 for the 2043 notes.

Issue Date The notes will be issued on May 10, 2013.

Maturity The 2023 notes will mature on May 10, 2023.
The 2043 notes will mature on May 10, 2043.

Interest Rate The 2023 notes will bear interest at the rate of 2.875% per year from May 10, 2013.
The 2043 notes will bear interest at the rate of 4.375% per year from May 10, 2013.

Currency of Payment All payments of principal and premium, if any, and interest on the notes will be made in
U.S. dollars.

Calculation of Interest Interest on each series of notes will be computed on the basis of a 360-day year
consisting of twelve 30-day months.

Interest Payment Dates Interest on the notes will be payable on May 10 and November 10 of each year,
beginning on November 10, 2013. Purchasers of the notes will be entitled to receive the
full amount of the first interest payment on November 10, 2013.

Ranking The notes will be our senior unsecured and unsubordinated obligations and will rank
equally in right of payment with all of our other senior unsecured and unsubordinated
obligations. The notes will be effectively subordinated to all of our existing and future
secured obligations and to all existing and future liabilities of our subsidiaries. The notes
do not restrict our ability or the ability of our subsidiaries to incur additional indebtedness
in the future.
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As of March 31, 2013, we had, on an unconsolidated basis (parent company only),
unsecured and unsubordinated indebtedness, net of any indebtedness between us and our
subsidiaries, of approximately Ps. 6,000 million (U.S. $487 million), including the effect
of derivative financial instruments that hedge a portion of this debt.

Use of Proceeds We intend to use the net proceeds from the sale of the notes for general corporate
purposes and to refinance our debt. See �Use of Proceeds� and �Capitalization� in this
prospectus supplement.

Further Issuances We may, from time to time without the consent of holders of the notes of a series, issue
additional notes of such series on the same terms and conditions as the notes of that
series, which additional notes will increase the aggregate principal amount of, and will be
consolidated and form a single series with the notes of that series.

Payment of Additional Interest If you are not a resident of Mexico for tax purposes, payments of interest on the notes to
you will generally be subject to Mexican withholding tax at a rate of 4.9%. See
�Taxation�Mexican Tax Considerations� in this prospectus supplement and in the
accompanying prospectus. We will pay additional interest in respect of those payments of
interest so that the amount you receive after Mexican withholding tax is paid equals the
amount that you would have received if no such Mexican withholding tax had been
applicable, subject to some exceptions as described under �Description of Notes�Payment
of Additional Interest� in this prospectus supplement and �Description of Debt
Securities�Payment of Additional Interest� in the accompanying prospectus.

Optional Redemption We may redeem any of the notes of either series at any time in whole or in part by paying
the greater of the principal amount of the notes to be redeemed and the applicable
�make-whole� amount, plus accrued interest to the redemption date, as described under
�Description of Notes�Redemption of Debt Securities� in this prospectus supplement and
�Description of Debt Securities�Redemption of Debt Securities� in the accompanying
prospectus.

Tax Redemption We may redeem the notes of either series, in whole but not in part, at any time at a price
equal to 100% of the principal amount thereof, plus accrued and unpaid interest to the
redemption date, if, as a result of certain changes in tax laws applicable to payments
under the notes, there is an increase in the additional interest we are obligated to pay
under the notes, as described under �Description of Notes�Tax Redemption� in this
prospectus supplement and �Description of Debt Securities�Tax Redemption� in the
accompanying prospectus.

S-8
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Listing We will apply to list the notes on the New York Stock Exchange. In addition, application
will be made to have the notes listed on the Official List of the Irish Stock Exchange and
admitted to trading on the Global Exchange Market of the Irish Stock Exchange.
However, even if admission to listing is obtained on either exchange, we will not be
required to maintain it.

CUSIP The CUSIP for the 2023 notes is 344419 AA4.

The CUSIP for the 2043 notes is 344419 AB2.

ISIN The ISIN for the 2023 notes is US344419AA47.

The ISIN for the 2043 notes is US344419AB20.

Form and Denominations The notes will be issued only in registered form without coupons and in minimum
denominations of U.S. $150,000 and integral multiples of U.S. $2,000 in excess thereof.

Trustee, Registrar, Principal Paying Agent and
Transfer Agent

The Bank of New York Mellon.

Irish Paying Agent The Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV, Dublin Branch.

Irish Listing Agent The Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV, Dublin Branch.

Governing Law The indenture, the supplemental indentures relating to the notes and the notes will be
governed by the laws of the State of New York.

Risk Factors Before making an investment decision, prospective purchasers of notes should consider
carefully all of the information included in this prospectus supplement and the
accompanying prospectus, including, in particular, the information under �Risk Factors� in
this prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus.

Conflicts of Interest None.
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PRESENTATION OF FINANCIAL INFORMATION

This prospectus supplement incorporates by reference our audited consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2012 and 2011 and for
each of the years ended December 31, 2012 and 2011, which are included in our annual report on Form 20-F for the year ended December 31,
2012. See �Incorporation of Certain Documents by Reference� in this prospectus supplement.

Our audited consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with IFRS as issued by the International Accounting Standards
Board. Our consolidated financial statements are presented in Mexican pesos. Our date of transition to IFRS was January 1, 2011. The financial
statements of our non-Mexican subsidiaries have been translated to Mexican pesos. Note 3 to our audited consolidated financial statements
describes how we translate the financial statements of our non-Mexican subsidiaries.

References herein to �Mexican pesos� or �Ps.� are to the lawful currency of Mexico. References herein to �U.S. dollars� or �U.S. $� are to the lawful
currency of the United States.

This prospectus supplement contains translations of various Mexican peso amounts into U.S. dollars at specified rates solely for your
convenience. You should not construe these translations as representations by us that the Mexican peso amounts actually represent the U.S.
dollar amounts or could be converted into U.S. dollars at the rate indicated. Unless otherwise indicated, we have translated U.S. dollar amounts
from Mexican pesos at the exchange rate of Ps. 12.3155 to U.S. $1.00, which was the noon buying rate for Mexican pesos per U.S. dollar as
published by the U.S. Federal Reserve Board in its H.10 Weekly Release of Foreign Exchange Rates for March 29, 2013.

INCORPORATION OF CERTAIN DOCUMENTS BY REFERENCE

This prospectus supplement incorporates important information about us that is not included in or delivered with the prospectus supplement. The
SEC allows us to �incorporate by reference� the information we file with it, which means that we can disclose important information to you by
referring you to those documents. The information incorporated by reference is considered to be part of this prospectus supplement, and certain
later information that we file with the SEC will automatically update and supersede this information. We incorporate by reference the following
documents:

� our annual report on Form 20-F for the year ended December 31, 2012, filed with the SEC on April 8, 2013 (SEC File
No. 333-08752) (our �2012 Form 20-F�);

� our report on Form 6-K filed with the SEC on May 2, 3013;

� any future annual reports on Form 20-F filed with the SEC after the date of this prospectus supplement and prior to the termination
of the offering of the securities offered by this prospectus supplement; and

� any future reports on Form 6-K that we file with the SEC after the date of this prospectus supplement and prior to the termination of
the offering of the securities offered by this prospectus supplement that are identified in such reports as being incorporated by
reference in our Registration Statement on Form F-3 (SEC File No. 333-187806).

Any statement contained in any of the foregoing documents shall be deemed to be modified or superseded for purposes of this prospectus
supplement to the extent that a statement contained in this prospectus supplement modifies or supersedes such statement. Any such statement so
modified or superseded shall not be deemed, except as so modified or superseded, to constitute a part of this prospectus supplement.

You may request a copy of any and all of the information that has been incorporated by reference in this prospectus supplement and that has not
been delivered with this prospectus supplement, at no cost, by writing or telephoning us at General Anaya No. 601 Pte., Colonia Bella Vista,
Monterrey, Nuevo León 64410, México, Attention: Investor Relations, telephone (52-81) 8328-6000.
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We file reports, including annual reports on Form 20-F, and other information with the SEC pursuant to the rules and regulations of the SEC that
apply to foreign private issuers. You may read and copy any materials filed with the SEC at its Public Reference Room at 100 F Street, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20549. You may obtain information on the operation of the Public Reference Room by calling the SEC at 1-800-SEC-0330.
Any filings we make electronically will be available to the public over the Internet at the SEC�s web site at www.sec.gov.
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RISK FACTORS

You should refer to the risk factors discussed under �Risk Factors� in the accompanying prospectus and �Item 3�Risk Factors� in our 2012 Form 20-F
incorporated by reference in this prospectus supplement.

Risks Related to the Notes

There may not be a liquid trading market for the notes

Application will be made to have the notes listed on the New York Stock Exchange and the Official List of the Irish Stock Exchange, and
admitted to trading on the Global Exchange Market in accordance with the rules and regulations of the Irish Stock Exchange. The notes are new
securities, and prior to this offering, there has been no established market for the notes. The initial purchasers have advised us that they intend to
make a market in the notes, but the initial purchasers are not obligated to do so. The initial purchasers may discontinue any market making
activities in the notes at any time, in their sole discretion. If an active market for the notes does not develop, the price of the notes and the ability
of a holder of notes to find a ready buyer will be adversely affected. As a result, we cannot assure you as to the liquidity of any trading market
for the notes.

We cannot assure you that the credit ratings for the notes will not be lowered, suspended or withdrawn by the rating agencies.

The credit ratings of the notes may change after issuance. Such ratings are limited in scope, and do not address all material risks relating to an
investment in the notes, but rather reflect only the views of the rating agencies at the time the ratings are issued. An explanation of the
significance of such ratings may be obtained from the rating agencies. We cannot assure you that such credit ratings will remain in effect for any
given period of time or that such ratings will not be lowered, suspended or withdrawn entirely by the rating agencies, if, in the judgment of such
rating agencies, circumstances so warrant. Any lowering, suspension or withdrawal of such ratings may have an adverse effect on the market
price and marketability of the notes.

EXCHANGE RATES

Mexico has a free market for foreign exchange, and the Mexican government allows the Mexican peso to float freely against the U.S. dollar. We
cannot assure you that the Mexican government will maintain its current policies with regard to the Mexican peso or that the Mexican peso will
not depreciate or appreciate significantly in the future.

The following table sets forth, for the periods indicated, the high, low, average and year-end noon exchange rate, expressed in Mexican pesos
per U.S. dollar, as published by the U.S. Federal Reserve Board in its H.10 Weekly Release of Foreign Exchange Rates. The rates have not been
restated in constant currency units and therefore represent nominal historical figures.

Period High Low Average(1) Period End
2008 13.94 9.92 11.21 13.83
2009 15.41 12.63 13.58 13.06
2010 13.19 12.16 12.64 12.38
2011 14.25 11.51 12.43 13.95
2012 14.37 12.63 13.14 12.96
October 13.09 12.71 12.96
November 13.25 12.92 12.92
December 13.01 12.72 12.96
2013
January 12.79 12.59 12.73
February 12.88 12.63 12.78
March 12.80 12.32 12.32
April (through April 19, 2013) 12.34 12.07 12.23
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(1) Annual averages are calculated from month-end rates.
The noon buying rate published by the U.S. Federal Reserve Board for April 19, 2013 (the latest practicable date prior to the date hereof) was
Ps. 12.2320 to U.S. $1.00.
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USE OF PROCEEDS

The net proceeds from the sale of the notes, after payment of underwriting discounts and transaction expenses, are expected to be approximately
U.S. $985,804,000. We intend to use the net proceeds from the sale of the notes for general corporate purposes, including the repayment of our
2007 FEMSA Certificados Bursátiles maturing in November of 2013. For additional information about this indebtedness, see �Capitalization� in
this prospectus supplement, as well as our 2012 Form 20-F, which is incorporated by reference in this prospectus supplement.
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CAPITALIZATION

The following table sets forth our consolidated capitalization as of March 31, 2013 and as adjusted to reflect the issuance and sale of the notes
offered hereby. U.S. dollar amounts in the table are presented solely for your convenience using the exchange rate of Ps. 12.3155 to U.S. $1.00,
which was the noon buying rate for Mexican pesos per U.S. dollar as published by the U.S. Federal Reserve Board in its H.10 Weekly Release
of Foreign Exchange Rates for March 29, 2013.

As of March 31, 2013
Actual As adjusted

(millions of
Mexican 

pesos)
(millions of

U.S.  dollars)

(millions of
Mexican 

pesos)
(millions of
U.S. dollars)

Short-term debt Ps.    4,021 U.S. $ 326 Ps.   4,021 U.S. $ 326
Current maturities of long-term debt and notes 4,344 353 4,344 353

Total short-term debt 8,365 679 8,365 679

Long-term bank loans and notes 12,967 1,053 12,967 1,053
Long-term notes 14,824 1,204 14,824 1,204
2.875% Senior Notes due 2023 offered hereby �  �  3,695 300
4.375% Senior Notes due 2043 offered hereby �  �  8,621 700

Total long-term debt 27,791 2,257 40,106 3,257

Total debt Ps.  36,156 U.S. $ 2,936 Ps.   48,471 U.S. $ 3,936

Equity:
Non-controlling interest Ps.  50,424 U.S. $ 4,094 Ps.  50,424 U.S. $ 4,094
Controlling interest:
Capital stock and additional paid-in capital 25,879 2,102 25,879 2,102
Net income and retained earnings from prior years 124,437 10,104 124,437 10,104
Cumulative other comprehensive income (6,493) (528) (6,493) (528) 

Total controlling interest 143,823 11,678 143,823 11,678

Total equity 194,247 15,772 194,247 15,772

Total capitalization(1) 230,403 18,708 242,612 19,708

(1) Represents total debt (short-term and long-term debt) plus total equity.
As of March 31, 2012, we had, on an unconsolidated basis (parent company only), unsecured and unsubordinated indebtedness, net of any
indebtedness between us and our subsidiaries, of approximately Ps. 6,000 million (U.S. $487 million), including the effect of derivative financial
instruments that hedge a portion of this debt.
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DESCRIPTION OF NOTES

The following description of the specific terms and conditions of the notes supplements the description of the general terms and conditions set
forth under �Description of Debt Securities� in the accompanying prospectus. It is important for you to consider the information contained in the
accompanying prospectus and this prospectus supplement before making an investment in the notes. If any specific information regarding the
notes in this prospectus supplement is inconsistent with the more general terms and conditions of the notes described in the accompanying
prospectus, you should rely on the information contained in this prospectus supplement.

In this section of this prospectus supplement, references to �we,� �us� and �our� are to Fomento Económico Mexicano, S.A.B. de C.V. only and do not
include our subsidiaries or affiliates. References to �holders� mean those who have notes registered in their names on the books that we or the
trustee maintain for this purpose, and not those who own beneficial interests in notes issued in book-entry form through DTC or in notes
registered in street name. Owners of beneficial interests in the notes should refer to �Form of Securities, Clearing and Settlement� in this
prospectus supplement and the accompanying prospectus.

The 2023 notes and the 2043 notes will constitute separate series of notes. The discussion of provisions of the notes, including, among others,
�Redemption of Notes� below and �Description of Debt Securities� Defaults, Remedies and Waiver of Defaults,� ��Modification and Waiver,� and
��Defeasance� in the accompanying prospectus, applies to each series separately.

General

Base Indenture and Supplemental Indenture

The notes will be issued under a base indenture, dated as of April 8, 2013, and a first supplemental indenture. References to the �indenture� are to
the base indenture as supplemented by the first supplemental indenture. The indenture is an agreement between us and The Bank of New York
Mellon, as trustee, and The Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV, Dublin Branch, as Irish paying agent.

The notes will not be guaranteed by any of our subsidiaries.

Trustee

The trustee has the following two main roles:

� First, the trustee can enforce your rights against us if we default in respect of the notes. There are some limitations on the extent to
which the trustee acts on your behalf, which are described under �Description of Debt Securities�Defaults, Remedies and Waiver of
Defaults� in the accompanying prospectus.

� Second, the trustee performs administrative duties for us, such as making interest payments and sending notices to holders of notes.
Principal and Interest

The aggregate principal amount of the 2023 notes will initially be U.S. $300,000,000. The 2023 notes will mature on May 10, 2023. The 2023
notes will bear interest at a rate of 2.875% per year from May 10, 2013.

The aggregate principal amount of the 2043 notes will initially be U.S. $700,000,000. The 2043 notes will mature on May 10, 2043. The 2043
notes will bear interest at a rate of 4.375% per year from May 10, 2013.
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Interest on each series of notes will be payable on May 10 and November 10 of each year, beginning on November 10, 2013, to the holders in
whose names the notes are registered at the close of business on April 26 or October 27 immediately preceding the related interest payment date.

We will pay interest on the notes on the interest payment dates stated above and at maturity. Each payment of interest due on an interest payment
date or at maturity will include interest accrued from and including the last date to which interest has been paid or made available for payment,
or from the issue date, if none has been paid or made available for payment, to but excluding the relevant payment date. We will compute
interest on the notes on the basis of a 360-day year consisting of twelve 30-day months.

�Business day� means each Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday that is (a) not a day on which banking institutions in New York
City or Mexico City generally are authorized or obligated by law, regulation or executive order, as applicable, to close and (b) in the case of
notes issued in certificated form, a day on which banks and financial institutions are generally open for business in the location of each office of
a paying agent, but only with respect to a payment to be made at the office of such paying agent.

If any payment is due on the notes on a day that is not a business day, we will make the payment on the next business day. Payments postponed
to the next business day in this situation will be treated under the indenture as if they were made on the original payment date. Postponement of
this kind will not result in a default under the notes or the indenture, and no interest will accrue on the postponed amount from the original
payment date to the next business day.

Ranking of the Notes

We are a holding company and our principal assets are shares that we hold in our subsidiaries. The notes will not be secured by any of our assets
or properties. As a result, by owning the notes, you will be one of our unsecured creditors. The notes will not be subordinated to any of our other
unsecured obligations. In the event of a bankruptcy or liquidation proceeding against us, the notes would rank equally in right of payment with
all our other unsecured and unsubordinated obligations. As of March 31, 2013, we had, on an unconsolidated basis (parent company only),
unsecured and unsubordinated indebtedness, net of any indebtedness between us and our subsidiaries, of approximately Ps. 6,000 million (U.S.
$487 million), including the effect of derivative financial instruments that hedge a portion of this debt. Claims of creditors of our subsidiaries,
including trade creditors and bank and other lenders, will have priority over the holders of the notes in claims to assets of our subsidiaries.

Stated Maturity and Maturity

The day on which the principal amount of the notes of a series is scheduled to become due is called the �stated maturity� of the principal of the
notes of that series. On the stated maturity of the principal for the notes, the full principal amount of the notes will become due and payable. The
principal may become due before the stated maturity by reason of redemption or acceleration after a default. The day on which the principal
actually becomes due, whether at the stated maturity or earlier, is called the �maturity� of the principal.

We also use the terms �stated maturity� and �maturity� to refer to the dates when interest payments become due. For example, we may refer to a
regular interest payment date when an installment of interest is scheduled to become due as the �stated maturity� of that installment. When we
refer to the �stated maturity� or the �maturity� of the notes without specifying a particular payment, we mean the stated maturity or maturity, as the
case may be, of the principal.

Form and Denominations

The notes of each series will be issued only in fully registered book-entry form without coupons in minimum denominations of U.S. $150,000
and integral multiples of U.S. $2,000 in excess thereof.
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Except in limited circumstances, the notes will be issued in the form of global notes. See �Form of Securities, Clearing and Settlement�Global
Securities� in the accompanying prospectus.

Further Issues

We reserve the right, from time to time without the consent of holders of the notes of either series, to issue additional notes of a series on terms
and conditions identical to those of the notes of that series (except for issue date, issue price and the date from which interest will accrue and, if
applicable, first to be paid), which additional notes will increase the aggregate principal amount of, and will be consolidated and form a single
series with the notes of that series.

Payment of Additional Interest

We are required by Mexican law to deduct Mexican withholding taxes from payments of interest (or amounts deemed interest) to investors who
are not residents of Mexico for tax purposes as described under �Taxation�Mexican Tax Considerations.�

Subject to the limitations and exceptions described in �Description of Debt Securities�Payment of Additional Interest� in the accompanying
prospectus, we will pay to holders of the notes all additional interest that may be necessary so that every net payment of interest or principal or
premium, if any, to the holder will not be less than the amount provided for in the notes. By net payment, we mean the amount that we or our
paying agent will pay the holder after we deduct or withhold an amount for or on account of any present or future taxes, duties, assessments or
other governmental charges imposed with respect to that payment by a Mexican taxing authority. See �Description of Debt Securities�Payment of
Additional Interest� in the accompanying prospectus.

Any references in this prospectus supplement to principal, premium, if any, interest or other amounts payable in respect of the notes by us will
be deemed to also refer to any additional interest that may be payable in accordance with the provisions described under �Description of Debt
Securities�Payment of Additional Interest� in the accompanying prospectus.

Redemption of Notes

We will not be permitted to redeem the notes before their stated maturity, except as set forth below. The notes will not be entitled to the benefit
of any sinking fund (meaning that we will not deposit money on a regular basis into any separate account to repay your notes). In addition, you
will not be entitled to require us to repurchase your notes from you before the stated maturity.

Optional Redemption With �Make-Whole� Amount

We will have the right at our option to redeem either series of notes in whole or in part, at any time or from time to time prior to their maturity,
on at least 30 days� but not more than 60 days� notice, at a redemption price equal to the greater of (1) 100% of the principal amount of the notes
to be redeemed and (2) the sum of the present values of each remaining scheduled payment of principal and interest thereon (exclusive of
interest accrued to the date of redemption) discounted to the redemption date on a semi-annual basis (assuming a 360-day year consisting of
twelve 30-day months) at the Treasury Rate plus 30 basis points, plus in each case accrued interest on the principal amount of the notes being
redeemed to the redemption date.

�Treasury Rate� means, with respect to any redemption date, the rate per annum equal to the semi-annual equivalent yield to maturity or
interpolated maturity (on a day count basis) of the Comparable Treasury Issue, assuming a price for the Comparable Treasury Issue (expressed
as a percentage of its principal amount) equal to the Comparable Treasury Price for such redemption date.
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�Comparable Treasury Issue� means the U.S. Treasury security or securities selected by an Independent Investment Banker as having an actual or
interpolated maturity comparable to the remaining term of the series of notes to be redeemed that would be utilized, at the time of selection and
in accordance with customary financial practice, in pricing new issues of corporate debt securities of a comparable maturity to the remaining
term of such series of notes.

�Independent Investment Banker� means one of the Reference Treasury Dealers appointed by us.

�Comparable Treasury Price� means, with respect to any redemption date, (1) the average of the Reference Treasury Dealer Quotations quoted to
an entity selected by us for such redemption date, after excluding the highest and lowest such Reference Treasury Dealer Quotation or (2) if such
entity obtains fewer than four such Reference Treasury Dealer Quotations, the average of all such quotations.

�Reference Treasury Dealer� means each of Citigroup Global Markets Inc. and Goldman, Sachs & Co. or their respective affiliates which are
primary U.S. government securities dealers; provided, however, that if any of the foregoing shall cease to be a primary U.S. government
securities dealer in New York City (a �Primary Treasury Dealer�), we will substitute therefor another Primary Treasury Dealer.

�Reference Treasury Dealer Quotation� means, with respect to each Reference Treasury Dealer and any redemption date, the average, as
determined by an entity selected by us, of the bid and asked prices for the Comparable Treasury Issue (expressed in each case as a percentage of
its principal amount) quoted in writing to an entity selected by us by such Reference Treasury Dealer at 3:30 p.m. (New York City time) on the
third business day preceding such redemption date.

On and after the redemption date, interest will cease to accrue on the notes or any portion of the notes called for redemption (unless we default in
the payment of the redemption price and accrued interest). On or before the redemption date, we will deposit with the trustee money sufficient to
pay the redemption price of and (unless the redemption date shall be an interest payment date) accrued interest to the redemption date on the
notes to be redeemed on such date. If less than all of the notes of either series are to be redeemed, the notes to be redeemed shall be selected by
the trustee by such method as the trustee shall deem fair and appropriate or in accordance with the applicable procedures of DTC.

Tax Redemption

We will have the right to redeem the notes of either series, in whole but not in part, at any time at a price equal to 100% of the principal amount
thereof, plus accrued and unpaid interest to the redemption date, if, as a result of certain changes in tax laws applicable to payments under the
notes, there is an increase in the additional interest we are obligated to pay under the notes. See �Description of Debt Securities�Optional
Redemption�Redemption for Taxation Reasons� in the accompanying prospectus.

Covenants

Holders of the notes will benefit from certain covenants contained in the indenture and affecting our ability to incur liens to secure debt, enter
into sale and leaseback transactions, merge or consolidate with other entities and take other specified actions, as well as requiring us to provide
certain reports or information to holders of notes. See �Description of Debt Securities�Covenants� and �Description of Debt Securities�Merger,
Consolidation or Sale of Assets� in the accompanying prospectus.

Defaults, Remedies and Waiver of Defaults

Holders of the notes of each series will have special rights if an event of default with respect to the notes of that series occurs and is not cured.
You should read the information under �Description of Debt Securities�Defaults, Remedies and Waiver of Defaults� in the accompanying
prospectus.
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Defeasance

We may, at our option, elect to terminate (1) all of our obligations with respect to the notes (�legal defeasance�), except for certain obligations,
including those regarding any trust established for defeasance and obligations relating to the transfer and exchange of the notes, the replacement
of mutilated, destroyed, lost or stolen debt securities, the maintenance of agencies with respect to the notes and the rights, powers, immunities
and indemnities and other provisions in respect of the trustee or (2) our obligations under certain covenants in the indenture, so that any failure
to comply with such obligations will not constitute an event of default (�covenant defeasance�) in respect of the notes. In order to exercise either
legal defeasance or covenant defeasance, we must irrevocably deposit with the trustee U.S. dollars or such other currency in which the notes are
denominated (the �securities currency�), government obligations of the United States or a government, governmental agency or central bank of the
country whose currency is the securities currency, or any combination thereof, in such amounts as will be sufficient to pay the principal,
premium, if any, and interest (including additional interest) in respect of the notes then outstanding on the maturity date of the debt securities,
and comply with certain other conditions, including, without limitation, the delivery of opinions of counsel as to specified tax and other matters.

If we elect either legal defeasance or covenant defeasance with respect to any notes, we must so elect it with respect to all of the notes.

Currency Indemnity

Our obligations under the notes will be discharged only to the extent that the trustee or the relevant holder is able to purchase the securities
currency with any other currency paid to the trustee or that holder in accordance with any judgment or otherwise. If the trustee or the holder
cannot purchase the securities currency in the amount originally to be paid, we have agreed to pay the difference. The holder, however, agrees
that, if the amount of the securities currency purchased exceeds the amount originally to be paid to such holder, the holder will reimburse the
excess to us. The holder will not be obligated to make this reimbursement if we are in default of our obligations under the debt securities.

Notices

As long as we issue notes in global form, notices to be given to holders will be given to the relevant depositary in accordance with their
applicable policies as in effect from time to time. If we issue notes in certificated form, notices to be given to holders will be sent by mail to the
respective addresses of the holders as they appear in the register maintained by the registrar, and will be deemed given when mailed.

Neither the failure to give any notice to a particular holder, nor any defect in a notice given to a particular holder, will affect the sufficiency of
any notice given to another holder.

Our Relationship with the Trustee

The Bank of New York Mellon is initially serving as the trustee for the notes. The Bank of New York Mellon and its affiliates may have other
business relationships with us from time to time.
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FORM OF NOTES, CLEARING AND SETTLEMENT

Global Notes

Upon issuance, each of the global notes will be deposited with the trustee as custodian for DTC and registered in the name of Cede & Co., as
nominee of DTC.

Ownership of beneficial interests in each global note will be limited to persons who have accounts with DTC (�DTC participants�) or persons who
hold interests through DTC participants. We expect that under procedures established by DTC:

� upon deposit of each global note with DTC�s custodian, DTC will credit portions of the principal amount of the global note to the
accounts of the DTC participants designated by the initial purchasers; and

� ownership of beneficial interests in each global note will be shown on, and transfer of ownership of those interests will be
effected only through, records maintained by DTC (with respect to interests of DTC participants) and the records of DTC
participants (with respect to other owners of beneficial interests in the global note).

Beneficial interests in the global notes may be credited within DTC to its direct and indirect participants including Euroclear Bank S.A./N.V., or
�Euroclear,� and Clearstream, Luxembourg Banking, société anonyme, or �Clearstream, Luxembourg,� on behalf of the owners of such interests.

Investors may hold their interests in the global notes directly through DTC, if they are participants in DTC, or indirectly through organizations
that are participants in those systems.

Beneficial interests in the global notes may not be exchanged for notes in physical, certificated form except in the limited circumstances
described below.

Each global note and beneficial interests in each global note will be subject to restrictions on transfer as described under �Transfer Restrictions.�

Book-Entry Procedures for the Global Notes

All interests in the global notes will be subject to the operations and procedures of DTC, Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg. We provide
the following summaries of those operations and procedures solely for the convenience of investors. The operations and procedures of each
settlement system are controlled by that settlement system and may be changed at any time. Neither we, the trustee, the security registrar, any
paying agent, any transfer agent nor the initial purchasers is responsible for those operations or procedures.

DTC has advised that it is:

� a limited purpose trust company organized under the New York State Banking Law;

� a �banking organization� within the meaning of the New York State Banking Law;

� a member of the U.S. Federal Reserve System;

� a �clearing corporation� within the meaning of the New York Uniform Commercial Code; and
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DTC was created to hold securities for its participants and to facilitate the clearance and settlement of securities transactions between its
participants through electronic book-entry changes to the accounts of its participants. DTC�s participants include securities brokers and dealers,
including the initial purchasers; banks and
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trust companies; clearing corporations; and certain other organizations. Indirect access to DTC�s system is also available to others such as banks,
brokers, dealers and trust companies; these indirect participants clear through or maintain a custodial relationship with a DTC participant, either
directly or indirectly. Investors who are not DTC participants may beneficially own securities held by or on behalf of DTC only through DTC
participants or indirect participants in DTC.

So long as DTC or its nominee is the registered owner of a global note, DTC or its nominee will be considered the sole owner or holder of the
notes represented by that global note for all purposes under the indenture. Except as provided below, owners of beneficial interests in a global
note:

� will not be entitled to have notes represented by the global note registered in their names;

� will not receive or be entitled to receive physical, certificated notes; and

� will not be considered the registered owners or holders of the notes under the indenture for any purpose, including with respect to the
giving of any direction, instruction or approval to the trustee under the indenture.

As a result, each investor who owns a beneficial interest in a global note must rely on the procedures of DTC to exercise any rights of a holder of
notes under the indenture (and, if the investor is not a participant or an indirect participant in DTC, on the procedures of the DTC participant
through which the investor owns its interest).

Payments of principal, premium, if any, and interest with respect to the notes represented by a global note will be made by the trustee to DTC�s
nominee as the registered holder of the global note. Neither we, the trustee, the security registrar nor the paying agents or transfer agents will
have any responsibility or liability for the payment of amounts to owners of beneficial interests in a global note, for any aspect of the records
relating to or payments made on account of those interests by DTC, or for maintaining, supervising or reviewing any records of DTC relating to
those interests.

Payments by participants and indirect participants in DTC to the owners of beneficial interests in a global note will be governed by standing
instructions and customary practices and will be the responsibility of those participants or indirect participants and not of DTC, its nominee or
us.

Transfers between participants in DTC will be effected under DTC�s procedures and will be settled in same-day funds. Transfers between
participants in Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg will be effected in the ordinary way under the rules and operating procedures of those
systems.

Cross-market transfers between DTC participants, on the one hand, and Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg participants, on the other hand,
will be effected within DTC through the DTC participants that are acting as depositaries for Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg. To deliver
or receive an interest in a global note held in a Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg account, an investor must send transfer instructions to
Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg, as the case may be, under the rules and procedures of that system and within the established deadlines of
that system. If the transaction meets its settlement requirements, Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg, as the case may be, will send
instructions to its DTC depositary to take action to effect final settlement by delivering or receiving interests in the relevant global notes in DTC,
and making or receiving payment under normal procedures for same-day funds settlement applicable to DTC. Euroclear and Clearstream,
Luxembourg participants may not deliver instructions directly to the DTC depositaries that are acting for Euroclear or Clearstream,
Luxembourg.

Because of time zone differences, the securities account of a Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg participant that purchases an interest in a
global note from a DTC participant will be credited on the business day for Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg immediately following the
DTC settlement date. Cash received in Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg from the sale of an interest in a global note to a DTC participant
will be
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received with value on the DTC settlement date but will be available in the relevant Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg cash account as of
the business day for Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg following the DTC settlement date.

DTC, Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg have agreed to the above procedures to facilitate transfers of interests in the global notes among
participants in those settlement systems. However, the settlement systems are not obligated to perform these procedures and may discontinue or
change these procedures at any time. Neither we nor the trustee will have any responsibility for the performance by DTC, Euroclear or
Clearstream, Luxembourg or their participants of indirect participants of their obligations under the rules and procedures governing their
operations.

Certificated Notes

Beneficial interests in the global notes may not be exchanged for notes in physical, certificated form unless:

� DTC notifies us at any time that it is unwilling or unable to continue as depositary for the global notes and a successor depositary is
not appointed within 90 days;

� DTC ceases to be registered as a clearing agency under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended, and a successor depositary
is not appointed within 90 days;

� we, at our option, notify the trustee in writing that we elect to cause the issuance of certificated notes; or

� certain other events provided in the indenture should occur, including the occurrence and continuance of an event of default with
respect to the notes.

In all cases, certificated notes delivered in exchange for any global note will be registered in the names, and issued in any approved
denominations, requested by the depositary.

For information concerning paying agents and other agents for any notes in certificated form, see �Summary�Irish Paying Agent� in this prospectus
supplement and �Listing and General Information in �Description of Debt Securities�Paying Agents� and ��Transfer Agents� in the accompanying
prospectus.
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TAXATION

The following summary describes the principal Mexican federal and U.S. federal income tax consequences of the purchase, ownership and
disposition of the notes, but does not purport to be a comprehensive description of all the tax considerations that may be relevant to a decision to
purchase the notes. This summary does not describe any tax consequences arising under the laws of any state, municipality, locality or taxing
jurisdiction other than the United States and Mexico, or U.S. and Mexican federal taxes other than income taxes.

This summary is based on the tax laws of Mexico and the United States as in effect on the date of this prospectus supplement (including the tax
treaty entered into between Mexico and the United States described below), as well as on rules and regulations of Mexico and regulations,
rulings and decisions of the United States available on or before such date and now in effect. All of the foregoing are subject to change, which
change, in the case of U.S. federal income tax law, could apply retroactively and could affect the continued validity of this summary.

Prospective purchasers of notes should consult their own tax advisors as to the Mexican, United States or other tax consequences of the
purchase, ownership and disposition of the notes, including, in particular, the application to their particular situations of the tax considerations
discussed below, as well as the application of state, municipal, local, foreign or other tax laws.

Mexican Tax Considerations

The following is a general summary of the principal Mexican federal income tax consequences under the Mexican Ley del Impuesto sobre la
Renta (the Mexican Income Tax Law) and rules and regulations thereunder, as currently in effect, of the purchase, ownership and disposition of
the notes by a holder that is not a tax resident of Mexico and that will not hold notes or a beneficial interest therein in connection with the
conduct of a trade or business through a permanent establishment for tax purposes in Mexico (a �foreign holder�).

For purposes of Mexican taxation, tax residency is a highly technical definition that involves the application of a number of factors. Generally,
an individual is a tax resident of Mexico if he or she has established his or her home in Mexico or if his or her �center of vital interest� is located
within Mexico, which is deemed to occur if any of the following are met: (i) more than 50% of such individual�s total income, in any calendar
year, is from a Mexican source, or (ii) such individual�s principal center of professional activities is located in Mexico. A Mexican national that is
employed by the Mexican government is deemed to be a resident of Mexico, even in the event that his/her center of vital interests is located
outside Mexico. Unless otherwise proven, Mexican nationals are deemed residents of Mexico for tax purposes. A corporation is considered a tax
resident of Mexico if it has established its principal place of business management or its effective seat of business management in Mexico. A
permanent establishment in Mexico for tax purposes of a foreign person will be regarded as a resident of Mexico, and such permanent
establishment will be required to pay taxes in Mexico in accordance with applicable tax laws, for any income attributable to such permanent
establishment. However, any determination of residence should take into account the particular situation of each person or legal entity.

U.S./Mexico and Other Tax Treaties

The United States and Mexico have entered into a Convention for the Avoidance of Double Taxation (collectively, with subsequent Protocols
thereto, referred to as the �tax treaty�). Provisions of the tax treaty that may affect the taxation of certain United States holders are summarized
below. The United States and Mexico have also entered into an agreement that covers the exchange of information with respect to tax matters.
Mexico has also entered into and is negotiating several other tax treaties that may reduce the amount of Mexican withholding tax to which
payments of interest (or amounts deemed interest) on the notes may be subject. Prospective purchasers of notes should consult their own tax
advisors as to the tax consequences, if any, of such treaties.

Payments of Interest, Principal and Premium in Respect of the Notes

Under the Mexican Income Tax Law, payments of interest made in respect of the notes (including payments of principal in excess of the issue
price of such notes, which, under Mexican law, are deemed to be interest) to a
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foreign holder will generally be subject to a Mexican withholding tax assessed at a rate of 4.9% if (1) the notes are placed through banks or
broker dealers in a country with which Mexico has entered into a tax treaty for the avoidance of double taxation, which is in effect, (2) the
CNBV has been notified of the issuance of the notes pursuant to the Mexican Income Tax Law and Article 7 of the Mexican Securities Market
Law and its regulations, and (3) the information requirements specified in the general rules of the Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público (the
Ministry of Finance and Public Credit, or the �SHCP�) and the Servicio de Administración Tributaria (the Tax Administration Service or �SAT�) are
satisfied (including the filing of information related to the notes offering and this prospectus supplement). In the event that such requirements are
not satisfied, the applicable withholding tax rate will be 10%. We believe that because the conditions described in (1) through (3) above will be
satisfied and the applicable withholding tax rate will be 4.9%.

A higher income tax withholding rate will be applicable when a party related to us, jointly or individually, directly or indirectly, is the effective
beneficiary of more than 5% of the aggregate amount of payments treated as interest on the notes.

Payments of interest made with respect to the notes to a non-Mexican pension or retirement fund will be generally exempt from Mexican
withholding taxes, provided that (1) the fund is the effective beneficiary of such interest income, (2) the fund is duly established pursuant to the
laws of its country of origin, (3) the relevant interest income is exempt from taxation in such country, and (4) the fund is duly registered with the
SHCP and the SAT for that purpose.

We have agreed, subject to specified exceptions and limitations, to pay additional interest to the holders of notes in respect of the Mexican
withholding taxes mentioned above. If we pay additional interest in respect of such Mexican withholding taxes, any refunds of such additional
interest will be for our account. See �Description of Debt Securities�Payment of Additional Interest� in the accompanying prospectus.

Holders or beneficial owners of notes may be requested to provide certain information or documentation necessary to enable us to establish the
appropriate Mexican withholding tax rate applicable to such holders or beneficial owners. In the event that the specified information or
documentation concerning the holder or beneficial owner, if requested, is not provided on a timely basis, our obligations to pay additional
interest may be limited as set forth under �Description of Debt Securities�Payment of Additional Interest� in the accompanying prospectus.

Under the Mexican Income Tax Law, payments of principal we make to a foreign holder will not be subject to any Mexican withholding or
similar taxes.

Taxation of Disposition of Notes

Gains realized by a foreign holder from the sale or other disposition of notes to a nonresident of Mexico will not be subject to Mexican taxation.

Other Mexican Taxes

A foreign holder will not be liable for estate, gift, inheritance or similar taxes with respect to its holdings of notes. There are no Mexican stamp,
issue registration or similar taxes payable by a foreign holder with respect to notes.

U.S. Federal Income Tax Considerations

The following is a summary of the principal U.S. federal income tax considerations that may be relevant to a beneficial owner of notes that is a
citizen or resident of the United States or a domestic corporation or otherwise subject to U.S. federal income tax on a net income basis in respect
of the notes (a �U.S. holder�). It does not purport to be a comprehensive description of all of the tax considerations that may be relevant to a
particular investor�s decision to invest in notes.
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This summary is based on provisions of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the �Code�), and regulations, rulings and judicial
decisions as of the date hereof. Those authorities may be changed, perhaps retroactively, so as to result in U.S. federal income tax consequences
different from those summarized below. In addition, except where noted, this summary deals only with investors that are U.S. holders who
acquire the notes in the United States as part of the initial offering of the notes, who will own the notes as capital assets, and whose functional
currency is the U.S. dollar. It does not address U.S. federal income tax considerations applicable to investors who may be subject to special tax
rules, such as banks, financial institutions, partnerships (or entities treated as a partnership for U.S. federal income tax purposes) or partners
therein, tax-exempt entities, insurance companies, traders in securities that elect to use the mark-to-market method of accounting for their
securities, persons subject to the alternative minimum tax, U.S. expatriates, dealers in securities or currencies, certain short-term holders of
notes, or persons that hedge their exposure in the notes or will hold notes as a position in a �straddle� or conversion transaction or as part of a
�synthetic security� or other integrated financial transaction. U.S. holders should be aware that the U.S. federal income tax consequences of
holding the notes may be materially different for investors described in the prior sentence.

This discussion also does not address all of the tax considerations that may be relevant to particular issuances of notes, such as notes offered at a
price less or more than their stated principal amount or notes denominated in a currency other than the U.S. dollar. For information regarding
any such special tax considerations relevant to issuances, or regarding the issuance of warrants, if any, you should read the applicable prospectus
supplement.

Payments of Interest and Additional Interest

Payments of the gross amount of interest and additional interest (as defined in �Description of Debt Securities�Payment of Additional Interest�
)with respect to a note, i.e., including amounts withheld in respect of Mexican withholding taxes, will be taxable to a U.S. holder as ordinary
interest income at the time that such payments are accrued or are received, in accordance with the U.S. holder�s regular method of tax accounting.
Thus, accrual method U.S. holders will report stated interest on the note as it accrues, and cash method U.S. holders will report interest when it
is received or unconditionally made available for receipt.

The Mexican withholding tax that is imposed on interest will be treated as a foreign income tax eligible, subject to generally applicable
limitations and conditions under the Code, for credit against a U.S. holder�s federal income tax liability or, at the U.S. holder�s election, for
deduction in computing the holder�s taxable income (provided that the U.S. holder elects to deduct, rather than credit, all foreign income taxes
paid or accrued for the relevant taxable year). Interest and additional interest paid on the notes generally will constitute foreign source passive
category income.

The calculation and availability of foreign tax credits and, in the case of a U.S. holder that elects to deduct foreign taxes, the availability of
deductions, involves the application of complex rules (including, in the case of foreign tax credits, relating to a minimum holding period) that
depend on a U.S. holder�s particular circumstances. U.S. holders should consult their own tax advisors regarding the availability of foreign tax
credits and the treatment of additional interest.

Sale or Other Taxable Disposition of Notes

A U.S. holder generally will recognize gain or loss on the sale or other taxable disposition of the notes in an amount equal to the difference
between (i) the amount realized on such sale or other taxable disposition (other than amounts attributable to accrued but unpaid interest,
including any additional interest thereon, which will be taxable as ordinary income to the extent not previously included in income) and (ii) the
U.S. holder�s adjusted tax basis in the notes. A U.S. holder�s adjusted tax basis in a note generally will be its cost for that note. Gain or loss
realized by a U.S. holder on such sale or other taxable disposition generally will be capital gain or loss and will be long-term capital gain or loss
if, at the time of the disposition, the notes have been held for more than one year. Certain non-corporate U.S. holders (including individuals) may
be eligible for preferential rates of taxation in respect of long-term capital gains. The deductibility of capital losses is subject to limitations.
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Capital gain or loss recognized by a U.S. holder generally will be U.S. source gain or loss. Consequently, if any such gain would be subject to
Mexican income tax, a U.S. holder may not be able to credit the tax against its U.S. federal income tax liability unless such credit can be applied
(subject to applicable conditions and limitations) against tax due on other income treated as derived from foreign sources. U.S. holders should
consult their own tax advisors as to the foreign tax credit implications of a disposition of the notes.

Information Reporting and Backup Withholding

Payments on the notes, and proceeds of the sale or other disposition of the notes, that are paid within the United States or through certain U.S.
related financial intermediaries to a U.S. holder generally are subject to information reporting and backup withholding unless (i) the U.S. holder
is a corporation or other exempt recipient and demonstrates this fact when so required or (ii) in the case of backup withholding, the U.S. holder
provides an accurate taxpayer identification number, certifies that it is not subject to backup withholding and otherwise complies with applicable
requirements of the backup withholding rules.

Backup withholding is not an additional tax. Any amounts withheld under the backup withholding rules will be allowed as a refund or a credit
against the U.S. holder�s U.S. federal income tax liability provided the required information is timely furnished to the U.S. Internal Revenue
Service.

European Union Tax Considerations

European Union Savings Directive

Under Council Directive 2003/48/EC (the �Directive�) on the taxation of savings income, each Member State of the European Union is required to
provide to the tax authorities of another Member State details of payments of interest or other similar income paid by a person within its
jurisdiction to, or secured by such a person for, an individual beneficial owner resident in, or certain limited types of entity established in, that
other Member State. However, for a transitional period, Austria and Luxembourg will (unless during such period they elect otherwise) instead
operate a withholding system in relation to such payments. Under such a withholding system, the beneficial owner of the interest payment must
be allowed to elect that certain provision of information procedures should be applied instead of withholding. The rate of withholding is 35%.

The transitional period is to terminate at the end of the first full fiscal year following agreement by certain non-EU countries to exchange of
information procedures relating to interest and other similar income.

A number of non-EU countries and certain dependent or associated territories of certain Member States have adopted or agreed to adopt similar
measures (either provision of information or transitional withholding) in relation to payments made by a person within their respective
jurisdictions to, or secured by such a person for, an individual beneficial owner resident in, or certain limited types of entity established in, a
Member State. In addition, the Member States have entered into provision of information or transitional withholding arrangements with certain
of those countries and territories in relation to payments made by a person in a Member State to, or secured by such a person for, an individual
beneficial owner resident in, or certain limited types of entity established in, one of those countries or territories.

A proposal for amendments to the Directive has been published, including a number of suggested changes which, if implemented, would
broaden the scope of the rules described above. Investors who are in any doubt as to their position should consult their professional advisers.

If a payment under a note were to be made by a person in a Member State or another country or territory which has opted for a withholding
system and an amount of, or in respect of, tax were to be withheld from that payment pursuant to the Directive or any law implementing or
complying with, or introduced in order to conform to the Directive, neither we nor any paying agent nor any other person would be obliged to
pay additional interest under the terms of such note as a result of the imposition of such withholding tax.
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UNDERWRITING

We and the underwriters for the offering named below have entered into an underwriting agreement with respect to the notes. Subject to certain
conditions set forth in the agreement, each underwriter has severally agreed to purchase the principal amount of notes indicated in the following
table.

Underwriters

Principal Amount
of

2023 Notes To Be
Purchased

Principal Amount
of

2043 Notes To Be
Purchased

Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria, S.A U.S.$ 100,000,000 U.S.$ 233,336,000
Citigroup Global Markets Inc U.S.$ 100,000,000 U.S.$ 233,332,000
Goldman, Sachs & Co. . U.S.$ 100,000,000 U.S.$ 233,332,000

Total U.S.$ 300,000,000 U.S.$ 700,000,000

The underwriters are committed to take and pay for all of the notes being offered. The notes may be offered or sold through certain of the
underwriters� affiliates.

Notes of each series sold by the underwriters to the public will initially be offered at the initial public offering prices set forth on the cover of
this prospectus supplement. If all the notes are not sold at the initial offering price, the underwriters may change the offering price and the other
selling terms. The offering of the notes by the underwriters is subject to receipt and acceptance and subject to the underwriters� right to reject any
order in whole or in part.

We estimate that our share of the total expenses of the offering, excluding underwriting discounts and commissions, will be approximately
$1,052,000, which includes approximately $425,000 of reimbursable expenses paid to the underwriters.

We have agreed to indemnify the several underwriters against certain liabilities, including liabilities under the Securities Act of 1933, as
amended.

Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria, S.A., one of the underwriters, is not a U.S. registered broker-dealer and will not be offering or selling notes in
the United States, or to nationals or residents of the United States.

New Issue of Notes

Each series of notes is a new issue of securities with no established trading market. The company has been advised by the underwriters that the
underwriters intend to make a market in the notes but are not obligated to do so and may discontinue market making at any time without notice.
No assurance can be given as to the liquidity of the trading market for the notes. Application has been made to list the notes on the New York
Stock Exchange and the official list of the Irish Stock Exchange and to trade the notes on the Global Exchange Market of the Irish Stock
Exchange. However, we cannot assure you that the prices at which the notes will sell in the market after this offering will not be lower than the
initial offering prices or that an active trading market for the notes will develop and continue after this offering.

Price Stabilization and Short Positions

In connection with the offering, the underwriters may purchase and sell notes in the open market. These transactions may include short sales,
stabilizing transactions and purchases to cover positions created by short sales. Short sales involve the sale by the underwriters of a greater
number of notes than they are required to purchase in the offering, however, we will have no duty to issue additional notes. Stabilizing
transactions consist of certain bids or purchases made for the purpose of preventing or retarding a decline in the market price of the notes while
the offering is in progress.
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These activities by the underwriters, as well as other purchases by the underwriters for their own accounts, may stabilize, maintain or otherwise
affect the market price of the notes. As a result, the price of the notes may be higher than the price that otherwise might exist in the open market.
If these activities are commenced, they may be discontinued by the underwriters at any time. These transactions may be effected in the
over-the-counter market or otherwise.

The underwriters and/or their affiliates may enter into derivative and/or structured transactions with clients, at their request, in connection with
the notes, and the underwriters and/or their affiliates may also purchase some of the notes to hedge their risk exposure in connection with such
transactions. Also, the underwriters and/or their affiliates may acquire the notes for their own proprietary accounts. Such acquisitions may have
an effect on demand for and the price of the notes.

Selling Restrictions

European Economic Area

In relation to each Member State of the European Economic Area which has implemented the Prospectus Directive (each, a Relevant Member
State), each underwriter has represented and agreed that with effect from and including the date on which the Prospectus Directive is
implemented in that Relevant Member State (the Relevant Implementation Date) it has not made and will not make an offer of notes which are
the subject of the offering contemplated by this prospectus supplement to the public in that Relevant Member State other than:

� to any legal entity which is a qualified investor as defined in the Prospectus Directive;

� to fewer than 100 or, if the Relevant Member State has implemented the relevant provision of the 2010 PD Amending Directive, 150,
natural or legal persons (other than qualified investors as defined in the Prospectus Directive), as permitted under the Prospectus
Directive, subject to obtaining the prior consent of the relevant Dealer or Dealers nominated by the issuer for any such offer; or

� in any other circumstances falling within Article 3(2) of the Prospectus Directive,
provided that no such offer of notes shall require the issuer or any underwriter to publish a prospectus pursuant to Article 3 of the Prospectus
Directive or supplement a prospectus pursuant to Article 16 of the Prospectus Directive.

For the purposes of this provision, the expression an �offer of notes to the public� in relation to any notes in any Relevant Member State means the
communication in any form and by any means of sufficient information on the terms of the offer and the notes to be offered so as to enable an
investor to decide to purchase or subscribe the notes, as the same may be varied in that Relevant Member State by any measure implementing
the Prospectus Directive in that Relevant Member State; �Prospectus Directive� means European Council Directive 2003/71/EC (and amendments
thereto, including the 2010 PD Amending Directive), and includes any relevant implementing measure in the Relevant Member State ;and �2010
PD Amending Directive� means Directive 2010/73/EU.

United Kingdom

Each underwriter has represented and agreed that:

� it has only communicated or caused to be communicated and will only communicate or cause to be communicated an invitation or
inducement to engage in investment activity (within the meaning of Section 21 of the FSMA) received by it in connection with the
issue or sale of the notes in circumstances in which Section 21(1) of the FSMA does not apply to the issuer; and

� it has complied and will comply with all applicable provisions of the FSMA with respect to anything done by it in relation to the
notes in, from or otherwise involving the United Kingdom.
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Hong Kong

The notes may not be offered or sold by means of any document other than (i) in circumstances which do not constitute an offer to the public
within the meaning of the Companies Ordinance (Cap.32, Laws of Hong Kong), or (ii) to �professional investors� within the meaning of the
Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap.571, Laws of Hong Kong) and any rules made thereunder, or (iii) in other circumstances which do not
result in the document being a �prospectus� within the meaning of the Companies Ordinance (Cap.32, Laws of Hong Kong), and no advertisement,
invitation or document relating to the notes may be issued or may be in the possession of any person for the purpose of issue (in each case
whether in Hong Kong or elsewhere), which is directed at, or the contents of which are likely to be accessed or read by, the public in Hong Kong
(except if permitted to do so under the laws of Hong Kong) other than with respect to notes which are or are intended to be disposed of only to
persons outside Hong Kong or only to �professional investors� within the meaning of the Securities and Futures Ordinance (Cap. 571, Laws of
Hong Kong) and any rules made thereunder.

Japan

The notes have not been and will not be registered under the Financial Instruments and Exchange Law of Japan (the Financial Instruments and
Exchange Law) and each underwriter has agreed that it will not offer or sell any of the notes, directly or indirectly, in Japan or to, or for the
benefit of, any resident of Japan (which term as used herein means any person resident in Japan, including any corporation or other entity
organized under the laws of Japan), or to others for re-offering or resale, directly or indirectly, in Japan or to a resident of Japan, except pursuant
to an exemption from the registration requirements of, and otherwise in compliance with, the Financial Instruments and Exchange Law and any
other applicable laws, regulations and ministerial guidelines of Japan.

Singapore

Neither the prospectus nor this prospectus supplement has not been registered as a prospectus with the Monetary Authority of Singapore.
Accordingly, the prospectus and this prospectus supplement and any other document or material in connection with the offer or sale, or
invitation for subscription or purchase, of the notes may not be circulated or distributed, nor may the notes be offered or sold, or be made the
subject of an invitation for subscription or purchase, whether directly or indirectly, to persons in Singapore other than (i) to an institutional
investor under Section 274 of the Securities and Futures Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore (the �SFA�), (ii) to a relevant person, or any person
pursuant to Section 275(1A), and in accordance with the conditions, specified in Section 275 of the SFA or (iii) otherwise pursuant to, and in
accordance with the conditions of, any other applicable provision of the SFA.

Where the notes are subscribed or purchased under Section 275 by a relevant person which is: (a) a corporation (which is not an accredited
investor) the sole business of which is to hold investments and the entire share capital of which is owned by one or more individuals, each of
whom is an accredited investor; or (b) a trust (where the trustee is not an accredited investor) whose sole purpose is to hold investments and each
beneficiary is an accredited investor, shares, debentures and units of shares and debentures of that corporation or the beneficiaries� rights and
interest in that trust shall not be transferable for 6 months after that corporation or that trust has acquired the notes under Section 275 except:
(1) to an institutional investor under Section 274 of the SFA or to a relevant person, or any person pursuant to Section 275(1A), and in
accordance with the conditions, specified in Section 275 of the SFA; (2) where no consideration is given for the transfer; or (3) by operation of
law.

Switzerland

The notes may not and will not be publicly offered, distributed or re-distributed in or from Switzerland and neither this document nor any other
solicitation for investments in the notes may be communicated or distributed
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in Switzerland in any way that could constitute a public offering within the meaning of Articles 1156 or 652a of the Swiss Code of Obligations.
The notes are not a collective investment within the meaning of the Federal Collective Investment Schemes Act of June 23, 2006 (Bundesgesetz
über die kollektiven Kapitalanlagen, KAG). This document may not be copied, reproduced, distributed or passed on to others without the Joint
Bookrunners� prior written consent. This document is not a prospectus within the meaning of Articles 1156 and 652a of the Swiss Code of
Obligations or a listing prospectus according to article 27 of the Listing Rules of the Swiss Exchange and may not comply with the information
standards required thereunder. We will not apply for a listing of the notes on any Swiss stock exchange or other Swiss regulated market and this
document may not comply with the information required under the relevant listing rules. The notes offered hereby have not been and will not be
registered with the Swiss Federal Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) and have not been and will not be authorized under the
KAG. The investor protection afforded by the KAG does not extend to acquirers of the notes.

Mexico

The notes may not be offered or sold in Mexico, absent an available exception under Article 8 of the Ley del Mercado de Valores (the Mexican
Securities Market Law).

Peru

The notes have not been and will not be approved by or registered with the Peruvian securities regulatory authority, the Superintendency of the
Securities Market (Superintendencia del Mercado de Valores). However, application will be made to register the notes with the Superintendency
of Banking, Insurance and Private Pension Funds (Superintendencia de Bancos, Seguros y Administradoras Privadas de Fondos de Pensiones)
in order to be offered or sold in private placement transactions, pursuant to article 5 of the Peruvian Securities Law (Ley del Mercado de
Valores), addressed to Peruvian institutional investors such as Peruvian private pension funds.

Chile

The notes may not be offered or sold in Chile, directly or indirectly, by means of a �Public Offer� (as defined under Chilean Securities Law (Law
No 18,045 and regulations from the Superintendencia de Valores y Segwos of the Republic of Chile)). Chilean institutional investors (such as
banks, pension funds and insurance companies) are required to comply with specific restrictions relating to the purchase of the notes.

Colombia

The notes may not be offered, sold or negotiated in Colombia, except under circumstances which do not constitute a public offering of securities
under applicable Colombian securities laws and regulations. Furthermore, foreign financial entities must abide by the terms of Decree 2555 of
2010 to offer privately the notes to their Colombian clients.

Other Relationships

The underwriters and their respective affiliates are full service financial institutions engaged in various activities, which may include sales and
trading, commercial and investment banking, advisory, investment management, investment research, principal investment, hedging, market
making, brokerage and other financial and non-financial activities and services. Certain of the underwriters and their respective affiliates have
provided, and may in the future provide, a variety of these services to the issuer and to persons and entities with relationships with the issuer, for
which they received or will receive customary fees and expenses.

In the ordinary course of their various business activities, the underwriters and their respective affiliates, officers, directors and employees may
purchase, sell or hold a broad array of investments and actively trade
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securities, derivatives, loans, commodities, currencies, credit default swaps and other financial instruments for their own account and for the
accounts of their customers, and such investment and trading activities may involve or relate to assets, securities and/or instruments of the issuer
(directly, as collateral securing other obligations or otherwise) and/or persons and entities with relationships with the issuer. The underwriters
and their respective affiliates may also communicate independent investment recommendations, market color or trading ideas and/or publish or
express independent research views in respect of such assets, securities or instruments and may at any time hold, or recommend to clients that
they should acquire, long and/or short positions in such assets, securities and instruments.

As described under �Use of Proceeds� in this prospectus supplement, we intend to use part of the net proceeds from this offering for the repayment
of our 2007 FEMSA Certificados Bursátiles maturing in November of 2013. An affiliate of Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria, S.A. holds a
portion of our 2007 FEMSA Certificados Bursátiles and therefore such affiliate will receive its pro rata share of any net proceeds from this
offering that we use to repay our 2007 FEMSA Certificados Bursátiles.
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VALIDITY OF THE NOTES

The validity of the notes offered and sold in this offering will be passed upon for us by Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP, our United
States counsel, and for the underwriters by Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP & Affiliates, United States counsel to the underwriters.
Certain matters of Mexican law relating to the notes will be passed upon for us by Carlos Eduardo Aldrete Ancira, our general counsel, and for
the underwriters by Ritch Mueller, S.C., Mexican counsel to the underwriters.

EXPERTS

The consolidated financial statements of Fomento Económico Mexicano, S.A.B. de C.V. appearing in its annual report on Form 20-F for the
year ended December 31, 2012, and the effectiveness of Fomento Económico Mexicano, S.A.B. de C.V.�s internal control over financial
reporting as of December 31, 2012, have been audited by Mancera, S.C., a member practice of Ernst & Young Global, an independent registered
public accounting firm, as set forth in their reports thereon, included therein, and incorporated herein by reference, which, as to the years 2012
and 2011, are based in part on the report of KPMG Accountants N.V., independent registered public accounting firm. Such consolidated
financial statements and Fomento Económico Mexicano, S.A.B. de C.V. management�s assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over
financial reporting as of December 31, 2012 are incorporated herein by reference in reliance upon such reports given on the authority of such
firms as experts in accounting and auditing.

The consolidated financial statements of Heineken N.V. as of December 31, 2012 and 2011, and for each of the years in the two-year period
ended December 31, 2012, have been incorporated by reference herein in reliance upon the report of KPMG Accountants N.V., independent
registered public accounting firm, incorporated by reference herein, and upon the authority of said firm as experts in accounting and auditing.
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LISTING AND GENERAL INFORMATION

1. We will apply to have the notes admitted for listing on the Official List of the Irish Stock Exchange and admitted to trading on the Global
Exchange Market of the Irish Stock Exchange. However, even if admission to listing is obtained, we will not be required to maintain it.

2. The notes have been accepted for clearance through DTC, and its direct and indirect participants, including Euroclear and Clearstream,
Luxembourg. The ISIN and CUSIP numbers for the notes are as follows:

ISIN CUSIP Number
2.875% Senior Notes due 2023 US344419AA47 344419 AA4
4.375% Senior Notes due 2043 US344419AB20 344419 AB2

3. We have obtained all necessary consents, approvals and authorizations in connection with the issuance and performance of the notes.
Resolutions of our board of directors, dated February 27, 2013, authorized the issuance of the notes.

4. Except as described in this prospectus supplement, including the documents incorporated by reference herein, there are no pending actions,
suits or proceedings against or affecting us or any of our subsidiaries or any of their respective properties, which, if determined adversely to us
or any such subsidiary, would individually or in the aggregate have an adverse effect on our financial condition and that of our subsidiaries taken
as a whole or would adversely affect our ability to perform our obligations under the notes or which are otherwise material in the context of the
issue of the notes, and, to the best of our knowledge, no such actions, suits or proceedings are threatened.

5. Except as described in this prospectus supplement, since March 31, 2013, there has been no change (or any development or event involving a
prospective change of which we are or might reasonably be expected to be aware) that is materially adverse to our financial condition and that of
our subsidiaries taken as a whole.

6. For so long as any of the notes are outstanding and admitted for listing on the Official List of the Irish Stock Exchange and admitted to trading
on the Global Exchange Market, copies of the following items in English will be available free of charge from The Bank of New York Mellon
SA/NV, Dublin Branch, our paying agent, at its office at Hanover Building, Windmill Lane Dublin 2, Ireland:

� this prospectus supplement;

� a copy of our bylaws;

� copies of the indenture and supplemental indenture governing the notes;

� our audited consolidated financial statements as of December 31, 2012 and 2011 and for the years ended December 31, 2012 and
2011; and

� any other documents related to the offering of the notes referred to herein.
For as long as any of the notes are outstanding and admitted for listing on the Official List of the Irish Stock Exchange and admitted to trading
on the Global Exchange Market, copies of our current annual and interim financial statements may be obtained from our Irish paying agent at its
office listed above. We currently publish our unaudited financial information on a quarterly basis. We do not prepare non-consolidated financial
statements.

We will, for so long as the notes are admitted for listing on the Official List of the Irish Stock Exchange and admitted to trading on the Global
Exchange Market, maintain a paying agent in New York, as well as in Ireland.
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7. Copies of our constitutive documents are available at the office of Bank of New York Mellon SA/NV, Dublin Branch, the paying agent in
Ireland.
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8. Fomento Económico Mexicano, S.A.B. de C.V. is a sociedad anónima bursátil de capital variable (publicly listed variable capital stock
corporation) organized in Mexico under the Ley General de Sociedades Mercantiles (the Mexican Companies Law) and the Mexican Securities
Market Law. We were incorporated on May 30, 1936. Our principal executive offices are located at General Anaya No. 601 Pte., Colonia Bella
Vista, Monterrey, Nuevo León 64410, México. We were registered with the Registro Público de la Propiedad y del Comercio (Public Registry
of Property and Commerce) of Monterrey, Nuevo León.

9. The representatives of the initial purchasers are Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Argentaria, S.A., having its offices at Vía de los Poblados s/n, 28033
Madrid, Spain, Citigroup Global Markets Inc., having its offices at 390 Greenwich Street, 1st Floor, New York, New York 10013, and Goldman,
Sachs & Co., having its offices at 200 West Street, New York, New York 10282.

10. The trustee for the notes will be The Bank of New York Mellon, having its office at 101 Barclay Street, Floor 4 East, New York, New York
10286. The terms and conditions of our appointment of The Bank of New York Mellon as trustee, including the terms and conditions under
which The Bank of New York Mellon may be replaced as trustee, will be contained in the indenture and the supplemental indenture available for
inspection at the offices of The Bank of New York Mellon.
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PROSPECTUS

FOMENTO ECONÓMICO MEXICANO, S.A.B. DE C.V.

DEBT SECURITIES

WARRANTS

GUARANTEES

We may from time to time offer debt securities, warrants to purchase debt securities or guarantees of debt securities
issued by others. This prospectus describes some of the general terms that may apply to these securities and the
general manner in which they may be offered. When we offer securities, the specific terms of the securities, the
offering price and the specific manner in which they may be offered, will be described in supplements to this
prospectus.

Investment in the securities involves risks. See �Risk Factors� beginning on page 4 of this prospectus.

Neither the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (the �SEC�) nor any state securities commission has
approved or disapproved of these securities or determined if this prospectus or any accompanying prospectus
supplement is truthful or complete. Any representation to the contrary is a criminal offense.

THE SECURITIES HAVE NOT BEEN AND WILL NOT BE REGISTERED WITH THE NATIONAL
SECURITIES REGISTRY (REGISTRO NACIONAL DE VALORES) MAINTAINED BY THE MEXICAN
NATIONAL BANKING AND SECURITIES COMMISSION (COMISIÓN NACIONAL BANCARIA Y DE
VALORES, OR �CNBV�), AND MAY NOT BE OFFERED OR SOLD PUBLICLY IN MEXICO, EXCEPT
THAT THE SECURITIES MAY BE OFFERED AND SOLD IN MEXICO, PURSUANT TO THE PRIVATE
PLACEMENT EXEMPTION SET FORTH IN ARTICLE 8 OF THE MEXICAN SECURITIES MARKET
LAW (LEY DEL MERCADO DE VALORES), TO INSTITUTIONAL AND QUALIFIED INVESTORS. UPON
THE ISSUANCE OF ANY SECURITIES, WE WILL NOTIFY THE CNBV OF THE ISSUANCE,
INCLUDING THE PRINCIPAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SECURITIES AND THE OFFERING OF
THE SECURITIES OUTSIDE MEXICO. SUCH NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED TO THE CNBV TO
COMPLY WITH A LEGAL REQUIREMENT AND FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY, AND THE
DELIVERY TO AND THE RECEIPT BY THE CNBV OF SUCH NOTICE, DOES NOT CONSTITUTE OR
IMPLY ANY CERTIFICATION AS TO THE INVESTMENT QUALITY OF THE SECURITIES OR OF
OUR SOLVENCY, LIQUIDITY OR CREDIT QUALITY OR THE ACCURACY OR COMPLETENESS OF
THE INFORMATION SET FORTH IN THIS PROSPECTUS. THE INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THIS
PROSPECTUS IS THE EXCLUSIVE RESPONSIBILITY OF THE ISSUER AND HAS NOT BEEN
REVIEWED OR AUTHORIZED BY THE CNBV.

April 8, 2013
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We are responsible for the information contained in this prospectus, any accompanying prospectus supplement
and the documents incorporated by reference herein and therein. We have not authorized any person to give
you any other information, and we take no responsibility for any other information that others may give you.
This document may only be used where it is legal to sell these securities. You should not assume that the
information contained in this prospectus, any accompanying prospectus supplement and the documents
incorporated by reference are accurate as of any date other than their respective dates. Our business, financial
condition, results of operations and prospects may have changed since those dates. We are not making an offer
of these securities in any state where the offer is not permitted.
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ABOUT THIS PROSPECTUS

This prospectus is part of a registration statement that we filed with the SEC using a �shelf� registration process. Under
this shelf process, Fomento Económico Mexicano, S.A.B. de C.V. may from time to time offer debt securities,
warrants to purchase debt securities or guarantees of debt securities issued by others.

As used in this prospectus, �FEMSA,� �we,� �our� and �us� refer to Fomento Económico Mexicano, S.A.B. de C.V. and its
consolidated subsidiaries, unless the context otherwise requires or unless otherwise specified.

This prospectus only provides a general description of the securities that we may offer. Each time we offer securities,
we will prepare a prospectus supplement containing specific information about the particular offering and the terms of
those securities. We may also add, update or change other information contained in this prospectus by means of a
prospectus supplement or by incorporating by reference information we file with the SEC. The registration statement
that we filed with the SEC includes exhibits that provide more detail on the matters discussed in this prospectus.
Before you invest in any securities offered by this prospectus, you should read this prospectus, any related prospectus
supplement and the related exhibits filed with the SEC, together with the additional information described under the
headings �Where You Can Find More Information� and �Incorporation of Certain Documents by Reference.�
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FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

Some of the information contained or incorporated by reference in this prospectus may contain words, such as �believe,�
�expect� and �anticipate� and similar expressions that identify forward-looking statements. Use of these words reflects our
views about future events and financial performance. Actual results could differ materially from those projected in
these forward-looking statements as a result of various factors that may be beyond our control, including but not
limited to:

� effects on our company from changes in our relationship with or among our affiliated companies;

� movements in the prices of raw materials;

� changes in customer demand;

� competition; and

� significant developments in Mexico or international economic or political conditions or changes in
the regulatory environment applicable to us, including foreign investment and antitrust regulations.

Forward-looking statements involve inherent risks and uncertainties. Accordingly, we caution readers not to place
undue reliance on these forward-looking statements. In any event, these statements speak only as of their respective
dates, and we undertake no obligation to update or revise any of them, whether as a result of new information, future
events or otherwise.
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FEMSA

FEMSA is a leading company that participates in the beverage industry through Coca-Cola FEMSA, S.A.B. de C.V.,
which we refer to as Coca-Cola FEMSA, the largest franchise bottler of Coca-Cola products in the world; in the retail
industry through FEMSA Comercio, S.A. de C.V., which we refer to as FEMSA Comercio, operating OXXO, the
largest and fastest-growing chain of small-format stores in Latin America; and in the beer industry, through its
ownership of the second largest equity stake in Heineken, one of the world�s leading brewers with operations in 178
countries. As of December 31, 2012, FEMSA had total revenues of Ps. 238,309 million.

Fomento Económico Mexicano, S.A.B. de C.V. is a sociedad anónima bursátil de capital variable (a listed variable
capital stock corporation) organized under the laws of Mexico with its principal executive offices at General Anaya
No. 601 Pte., Colonia Bella Vista, Monterrey, Nuevo León 64410, México. Our telephone number at this location is
(52-818) 328-6000.
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RISK FACTORS

We have set forth risk factors in our most recent annual report on Form 20-F, which is incorporated by reference in
this prospectus. We have also set forth below certain additional risk factors that relate specifically to securities we
may offer using this prospectus. We may include further risk factors in more recent reports on Form 6-K incorporated
in this prospectus by reference, or in a prospectus supplement. You should carefully consider all these risk factors in
addition to the other information presented or incorporated by reference in this prospectus.

Risks Relating to Debt Securities

There may not be a liquid trading market

If an active market for our debt securities does not develop, the price of our debt securities and the ability of a holder
of debt securities to find a ready buyer will be adversely affected. As a result, we cannot assure you as to the liquidity
of any trading market for our debt securities.

Creditors of our subsidiaries will have priority over the holders of our debt securities in claims to assets of our
subsidiaries

The debt securities will be obligations of FEMSA and not of any of our subsidiaries. We conduct substantially all of
our business and hold substantially all of our assets through our subsidiaries. Claims of creditors of our subsidiaries,
including trade creditors, holders of bonds and banks and other lenders, will have priority over the holders of debt
securities of FEMSA in claims to assets of our subsidiaries, and claims of creditors against subsidiaries will have
priority over the holders of debt securities in claims to assets of our subsidiaries. In addition, our ability to meet our
obligations, including under our debt securities, will depend, in significant part, on our receipt of cash dividends,
advances and other payments from our subsidiaries.

Judgments of Mexican courts enforcing our obligations under the debt securities would be payable only in Mexican
pesos

If proceedings were brought in Mexico seeking to enforce in Mexico our obligations in respect of debt securities, we
would be required to discharge our obligations in Mexico solely in Mexican pesos and not in U.S. dollars or any other
foreign currency. Under the Ley Monetaria de los Estados Unidos Mexicanos (the Mexican Monetary Law), an
obligation denominated in a currency other than Mexican pesos that is payable in Mexico, whether as a result of the
enforcement of a judgment or pursuant to an agreement, may be satisfied in Mexican pesos at the rate of exchange in
effect on the date of payment. This rate is currently determined by Banco de México and published in the Diario
Oficial de la Federación (the Official Gazette of the Federation). As a result, any amount paid by us in Mexican pesos
to holders of debt securities may not be readily convertible into the amount of U.S. dollars or other currency that we
are obligated to pay under the applicable indenture or that, if converted, such amounts may not be sufficient to
purchase U.S. dollars equal to the amount of principal, interest, and additional interest due under the debt securities. In
addition, our obligation to indemnify these holders against exchange losses may be unenforceable in Mexico.
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Investors may experience difficulties in enforcing civil liabilities against us or our directors, officers and controlling
persons.

FEMSA is organized under the laws of Mexico, and most of our directors, officers and controlling persons reside
outside the United States. In addition, all or a substantial portion of our assets and the assets of our directors, officers
and controlling persons are located outside the United States. As a result, it may not be possible for investors to effect
service of process within the United States on such persons or to enforce judgments against them, including in any
action based on civil liabilities under the U.S. federal securities laws. Based on the opinion of Carlos Eduardo Aldrete
Ancira, our general counsel, the enforceability against these persons in Mexico in actions for enforcement of
judgments of U.S. courts of liabilities predicated solely upon the U.S. federal securities laws will be subject to certain
requirements provided for in the Mexican Federal Civil Procedure Code and any applicable treaties. Some of the
requirements may include personal service of process and that the judgments of U.S. courts are not contrary to
Mexican public policy.

The enforceability of our obligations under the debt securities would be affected in the event of bankruptcy

Under Mexico�s Ley de Concursos Mercantiles (Law on Mercantile Reorganization), if we were declared bankrupt or
in concurso mercantil (bankruptcy reorganization), our obligations under our debt securities:

� would be converted into Mexican pesos and then from Mexican pesos into inflation-adjusted units,
or Unidades de Inversión;

� would not be adjusted to take into account any depreciation of the Mexican peso against the U.S.
dollar or other currency occurring after such declaration;

� would cease to accrue interest;

� would be satisfied at the time claims of all our creditors are satisfied;

� would be subject to the outcome of, and priorities recognized in, the relevant proceedings; and

� would be subject to certain statutory preferences, including tax, social security and labor claims and
claims of secured creditors.

The collection of interest on interest may not be enforceable in Mexico

Mexican law does not permit the collection of interest on interest and, as a result, the accrual of default interest, if any,
on past due ordinary interest accrued in respect of the notes may be unenforceable in Mexico.
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Developments in other countries may affect prices for the debt securities and adversely affect our ability to raise
additional financing.

The market value of securities of Mexican companies is, to varying degrees, influenced by economic and securities
market conditions in other emerging market countries. Although economic conditions are different in each country,
investors� reaction to developments in one country can have effects on the securities of issuers in other countries,
including Mexico. We cannot assure you that events elsewhere, especially in emerging markets, will not adversely
affect the market value of our securities.
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RATIO OF EARNINGS TO FIXED CHARGES

The table below presents our consolidated ratios of earnings to fixed charges for each of the periods indicated.

Fomento Económico Mexicano, S.A.B. de C.V. and Subsidiaries

Computation of Ratio of Earnings to Fixed Charges

Amounts in Millions of Mexican Pesos, Except Ratios

IFRS 2012 2011
Earnings available for fixed charges:
Income before income taxes and share of the profit
of associates and joint ventures accounted for using
the equity method Ps. 27,530 Ps. 23,552
Distributed income from equity investees 1,697 1,661
Plus:
Fixed charges 3,463 3,249
Amortization of capitalized interest 14 3
Less:
Capitalized interest 38 185
Non-controlling interest �  �  

Ps.  32,666 Ps.  28,280

Fixed Charges:
Interest expense, net 2,506 2,302
Capitalized interest 38 185
Estimate of the interest within rental expense 919 762

Total fixed charges Ps. 3,463 Ps. 3,249

Ratio of earnings to fixed charges 9.43 8.70
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USE OF PROCEEDS

Unless otherwise disclosed in connection with a particular offering of securities, we intend to use the net proceeds
from the sale of the securities for general corporate purposes.
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DESCRIPTION OF DEBT SECURITIES

Unless otherwise specified in the applicable prospectus supplement, our debt securities will be issued under a base
indenture, dated as of April 8, 2013 (the �base indenture�), and supplemental indentures relating to particular series of
debt securities (collectively, the �indenture�). The indenture is an agreement between us and The Bank of New York
Mellon, as trustee.

Our debt securities will not be guaranteed by any of our subsidiaries.

The following section summarizes the material terms that are common to all series of debt securities issued by
FEMSA, and to the indenture under which such securities are issued, unless otherwise indicated in this section or in
the prospectus supplement relating to a particular series. We will describe the particular terms of each series of debt
securities offered in a supplement to this prospectus.

Because this section is a summary, it does not describe every aspect of the debt securities and the indenture. This
summary is subject to and qualified in its entirety by reference to all the provisions of the indenture, including the
definition of various terms used in the indenture. For example, we describe the meanings for only the more important
terms that have been given special meanings in the indenture. We also include references in parentheses to some
sections of the base indenture.

The indenture and the documents relating to each series of debt securities contain the full legal text of the matters
summarized in this section. We have filed a copy of the base indenture with the SEC as an exhibit to the registration
statement of which this prospectus forms a part. We will file a copy of the supplemental indentures relating to
particular series of debt securities with the SEC. Upon request, we will provide you with a copy of the indenture. See
�Where You Can Find More Information� for information concerning how to obtain a copy.

In this section, references to �we,� �us� and �our� are to Fomento Económico Mexicano, S.A.B. de C.V. only and do not
include our subsidiaries or affiliates. References to �holders� mean those who have debt securities registered in their
names on the books that we or the trustee maintain for this purpose, and not those who own beneficial interests in debt
securities issued in book-entry form through The Depository Trust Company or in debt securities registered in street
name. Owners of beneficial interests in debt securities should refer to �Form of Debt Securities, Clearing and
Settlement.�

The debt securities will be issued in one or more series. The following discussion of provisions of the debt securities,
including, among others, the discussion of provisions described under ��Redemption of Debt Securities,� ��Defaults,
Remedies and Waiver of Defaults,� ��Modification and Waiver� and ��Defeasance,� applies to individual series of debt
securities.
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General

Indenture

Unless otherwise specified in the applicable prospectus supplement, the debt securities will be issued under an
indenture, dated as of April 8, 2013, as supplemented from time to time. The indenture is an agreement between us
and The Bank of New York Mellon, as trustee. The trustee has the following two main roles:

� First, the trustee can enforce your rights against us if we default in respect of the debt securities.
There are some limitations on the extent to which the trustee acts on your behalf, which we describe
under ��Defaults, Remedies and Waiver of Defaults.�

� Second, the trustee performs administrative duties for us, such as making interest payments and
sending notices to holders of debt securities.

Ranking of the Debt Securities

We are a holding company and our principal assets are shares that we hold in our subsidiaries. Our debt securities will
be senior unsecured obligations and, as such, will not be secured by any of our assets or properties or any assets or
properties of any of our subsidiaries. As a result, by owning the debt securities, you will be one of our unsecured
creditors. The debt securities will not be subordinated or senior to any of our other unsecured and unsubordinated
obligations. In the event of a bankruptcy or liquidation proceeding against us, the debt securities would rank equally in
right of payment with all our other unsecured and unsubordinated obligations.

The debt securities will be effectively subordinated to any secured obligations we may incur in the future and to all of
the existing and future obligations of our subsidiaries. Claims of creditors of our subsidiaries, including trade creditors
and bank and other lenders, will have priority over the holders of the debt securities in claims to assets of our
subsidiaries.

Stated Maturity and Maturity

The day on which the principal amount of the debt securities is scheduled to become due is called the �stated maturity�
of the principal. The principal may become due before the stated maturity by reason of redemption or acceleration
after a default. The day on which the principal actually becomes due, whether at the stated maturity or earlier, is called
the �maturity� of the principal.

We also use the terms �stated maturity� and �maturity� to refer to the dates when interest payments become due. For
example, we may refer to a regular interest payment date when an installment of interest is scheduled to become due
as the �stated maturity� of that installment. When we refer to the �stated maturity� or the �maturity� of the debt securities
without specifying a particular payment, we mean the stated maturity or maturity, as the case may be, of the principal.

10
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Rate of Interest of the Debt Securities

The debt securities will bear interest at a fixed or floating rate. If the debt securities bear interest at a floating rate, the
floating interest rate formula will be based on one or more base rates plus or minus a fixed amount or multiplied by a
specified percentage.

Form and Denominations

The debt securities will be issued only in fully registered book-entry form without coupons and in denominations of
U.S. $150,000 and integral multiples of U.S. $2,000 in excess thereof, unless otherwise specified in the applicable
prospectus supplement. (Section 302)

Except in limited circumstances, the debt securities will be issued in the form of global debt securities. See �Form of
Debt Securities, Clearing and Settlement.�

Further Issues

Unless otherwise specified in the applicable prospectus supplement, we reserve the right, from time to time without
the consent of holders of a particular series of the debt securities, to issue additional debt securities on terms and
conditions substantially identical to those of such series of the debt securities (except as to denomination and as may
otherwise be provided in any applicable prospectus supplement). (Section 301)

Payment Provisions

Payments on the Debt Securities

We will pay interest on the debt securities on the interest payment dates stated in the applicable prospectus
supplement and at maturity. Each payment of interest due on an interest payment date or at maturity will include
interest accrued from and including the last date to which interest has been paid or made available for payment, or
from the issue date, if none has been paid or made available for payment, to but excluding the relevant payment date.

For interest due on a debt security on an interest payment date, we will pay the interest to the holder in whose name
the debt security is registered at the close of business on the regular record date relating to the interest payment date.
For interest due, but not punctually paid or duly provided for, on any interest payment date, we will pay the interest to
the person or entity entitled to receive the principal of the debt security. (Section 306)

For principal due on a debt security at maturity, we will pay the amount to the holder of the debt security against
surrender of the debt security at the proper place of payment. (Section 1001)

Unless otherwise specified in the applicable prospectus supplement, we will compute interest on debt securities
bearing interest at a fixed rate on the basis of a 360-day year of twelve 30-day months.

11
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The regular record dates relating to the interest payment dates for any debt security will be set forth in the applicable
prospectus supplement.

Payments on Global Debt Securities.  For debt securities issued in global form, we will make payments on the debt
securities in accordance with the applicable procedures of the depositary as in effect from time to time. (Section 1002)
Under those procedures, we will make payments through the trustee or a paying agent directly to the depositary, or its
nominee, as the registered holder of the global debt security and not to any indirect holders who own beneficial
interests in a global debt security. An indirect holder�s right to receive those payments will be governed by the rules
and practices of the depositary and its participants.

Payments on Certificated Debt Securities.  For debt securities issued in certificated form, we will pay interest that is
due on an interest payment date by check mailed on the interest payment date to the holder at the holder�s address
shown on the register maintained by the security registrar as of the close of business on the regular record date
(Section 202). In addition, if we issue debt securities in certificated form, holders of debt securities in certificated form
will be able to receive payment on their debt securities at the office or agency of the Company maintained in New
York City or any other place as we may set forth in the applicable prospectus supplement. (Section 1002)

Payment When Offices Are Closed

If any payment is due on a debt security on a day that is not a business day, we will make the payment on the day that
is the next business day. Payments postponed to the next business day in this situation will be treated under the
indenture or the supplemental indenture as if they were made on the original due date. Postponement of this kind will
not result in a default under the debt securities, the indenture or the supplemental indenture. If interest on the debt
securities is calculated on the basis of a 360-day year of twelve 30-day months, no interest will accrue on the
postponed amount from the original due date to the next day that is a business day.

�Business day� means each Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday that is (a) not a day on which banking
institutions in New York City or Mexico City generally are authorized or obligated by law, regulation or executive
order, as applicable, to close and (b) in the case of debt securities issued in certificated form, a day on which banks
and financial institutions are generally open for business in the location of each office of a paying agent, but only with
respect to a payment to be made at the office of such paying agent. (Section 101)

Paying Agents

If we issue debt securities in certificated form, we may appoint one or more financial institutions to act as our paying
agents, at whose designated offices the debt securities may be surrendered for payment at their maturity. We may add,
replace or terminate paying agents from time to time; provided that if any debt securities are issued in certificated
form, so long as such debt securities are outstanding, we will maintain a paying agent in New York City. We may also
choose to act as our own paying agent. Initially, we have appointed the trustee, at its corporate trust office in New
York City, as a paying agent.

12
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Unclaimed Payments

All money paid by us to the trustee or any paying agent that remains unclaimed at the end of two years after the
amount is due to a holder will be repaid to us. After that two-year period, the holder may look only to us for payment
and not to the trustee, any paying agent or anyone else. (Section 1003)

Payment of Additional Interest

We are required by Mexican law to deduct Mexican withholding taxes from payments of interest (or amounts deemed
interest) to holders of debt securities who are not residents of Mexico for tax purposes as described under
�Taxation�Mexican Tax Considerations.�

Subject to the limitations and exceptions described below, we will pay to holders of the debt securities all additional
interest that may be necessary so that every net payment of interest or principal or premium to the holder will not be
less than the amount provided for in the debt securities. By net payment, we mean the amount that we or our paying
agent will pay the holder after we deduct or withhold an amount for or on account of any present or future taxes,
duties, assessments or other governmental charges imposed or levied with respect to that payment (or the payment of
such additional interest) by a Mexican taxing authority or the taxing authority of any other country under whose laws
we or any successor of us (assuming the obligations of the debt securities, the indenture and any applicable
supplemental indenture following a merger, consolidation or transfer, lease or conveyance of substantially all of our
assets and properties) are organized at the time of payment, except for the United States (each, a �Taxing Jurisdiction�).

Our obligation to pay additional interest is, however, subject to several important exceptions. We will not pay
additional interest to or on behalf of any holder or beneficial owner, or to the trustee, for or on account of any of the
following:

� any taxes, duties, assessments or other governmental charges imposed solely because at any time
there is or was a connection between the holder and the Taxing Jurisdiction (other than the mere
receipt of a payment or the ownership or holding of a debt security or the enforcement of rights with
respect to a debt security);

� any estate, inheritance, gift, sales, transfer, personal property or other similar tax, assessment or
other governmental charge imposed with respect to the debt securities;

� any taxes, duties, assessments or other governmental charges imposed solely because the holder or
any other person fails to comply with any certification, identification or other reporting requirement
concerning the nationality, residence, identity or connection with the Taxing Jurisdiction of the
holder or any beneficial owner of the debt security if compliance is required by law, regulation or by
an applicable income tax treaty to which such Taxing Jurisdiction is a party and which is effective,
as a precondition to exemption from, or reduction in the rate of, the tax, assessment or other
governmental charge and we have given the holders at least 30 calendar days� notice prior to the first
payment date with respect to which such certification, identification or reporting requirement is
required to the effect that holders will be required to provide such information and identification;
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� any tax, duty, assessment or other governmental charge payable otherwise than by deduction or
withholding from payments on the debt securities;

� any taxes, duties, assessments or other governmental charges with respect to a debt security
presented for payment more than 15 days after the date on which the payment became due and
payable or the date on which payment thereof is duly provided for and notice thereof given to
holders, whichever occurs later, except to the extent that the holders of such debt security would
have been entitled to such additional interest on presenting such debt security for payment on any
date during such 15-day period;

� any payment on a debt security to a holder that is a fiduciary or partnership or a person other than
the sole beneficial owner of any such payment, to the extent that a beneficiary or settlor with respect
to such fiduciary, a member of such a partnership or the beneficial owner of the payment would not
have been entitled to the additional interest had the beneficiary, settlor, member or beneficial owner
been the holder of such debt security;

� any taxes, duties, assessments or other governmental charges that are imposed on a payment to an
individual and are required to be made pursuant to European Council Directive 2003/48/EC on the
taxation of savings income or any other directive implementing the conclusions of the ECOFIN
Council meetings of November 26 and 27, 2000, December 13, 2001, and January 21, 2003, or any
law or agreement implementing or complying with, or introduced in order to conform to, such a
directive; and

� any combination of the items in the bullet points above. (Section 1008)
The limitations on our obligations to pay additional interest described in the third bullet point above will not apply if
the provision of information, documentation or other evidence described in the applicable bullet point would be
materially more onerous, in form, in procedure or in the substance of information disclosed, to a holder or beneficial
owner of a debt security, taking into account any relevant differences between U.S. and Mexican law, regulation or
administrative practice, or the laws, regulations or administrative practices of any other Taxing Jurisdiction, than
comparable information or other reporting requirements imposed under U.S. tax law (including the United
States/Mexico Income Tax Treaty), regulations (including proposed regulations) and administrative practice. (Section
1008(a))

Applicable Mexican regulations currently allow us to withhold at a reduced rate, provided that we comply with certain
information reporting requirements. Accordingly, the limitations on our obligations to pay additional interest
described in the third bullet point above also will not apply with respect to any Mexican withholding taxes unless
(a) the provision of the information, documentation or other evidence described in the applicable bullet point is
expressly required by the applicable Mexican regulations, (b) we cannot obtain the information, documentation or
other evidence necessary to comply with the applicable Mexican regulations on our own through reasonable diligence
and (c) we otherwise would meet the requirements for application of the applicable Mexican regulations.
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In addition, the limitation described in the third bullet point above does not require that any person that is not a
resident of Mexico for tax purposes, including any non-Mexican pension fund, retirement fund or financial institution,
register with the Secretaría de Hacienda y Crédito Público (the Ministry of Finance and Public Credit, or the �SHCP�)
or with the Servicio de Administración Tributaria (the Tax Administration Service or �SAT�) to establish eligibility for
an exemption from, or a reduction of, Mexican withholding tax.

We will remit the full amount of any taxes withheld to the applicable taxing authorities in accordance with the
applicable law of the Taxing Jurisdiction. We will also provide the trustee with documentation (which may consist of
copies of such documentation) reasonably satisfactory to the trustee evidencing the payment of taxes in respect of
which we have paid any additional interest. We will provide copies of such documentation to the holders of the debt
securities or the relevant paying agent upon request. (Section 1008(a))

In the event that additional interest actually paid with respect to the debt securities pursuant to the preceding
paragraphs is based on rates of deduction or withholding of taxes in excess of the appropriate rate applicable to the
holder of such debt securities, and as a result thereof such holder is entitled to make a claim for a refund or credit of
such excess from the authority imposing such withholding tax, then such holder shall, by accepting such debt
securities, be deemed to have assigned and transferred all right, title and interest to any such claim for a refund or
credit of such excess to us. However, by making such assignment, the holder makes no representation or warranty that
we will be entitled to receive such claim for a refund or credit and incurs no other obligation with respect thereto.
(Section 1008(d))

Any reference in this prospectus, the base indenture, any applicable supplemental indenture or the debt securities to
principal, premium, if any, interest or any other amount payable in respect of the debt securities by us will be deemed
also to refer to any additional interest that may be payable with respect to that amount under the obligations referred to
therein. (Section 1008(e))

Redemption of Debt Securities

We will not be permitted to redeem the debt securities before their stated maturity, except as set forth below. The debt
securities will not be entitled to the benefit of any sinking fund�meaning that we will not deposit money on a regular
basis into any separate account to repay your debt securities. In addition, you will not be entitled to require us to
repurchase your debt securities from you before the stated maturity. (Section 1101(a))

Optional Redemption

If so indicated in the applicable prospectus supplement, we will be entitled, at our option, to redeem some or all of the
outstanding debt securities from time to time at the redemption price set forth in the applicable prospectus supplement.
If the debt securities are redeemable only on or after a specified date or upon the satisfaction of additional conditions,
the prospectus supplement will specify the date or describe the conditions. In each case we will also pay you accrued
and unpaid interest, if any, to the redemption date. Debt securities, or any portion thereof called for redemption, will
stop bearing interest on and after the redemption date, unless the redemption payment of such debt security is not paid
to you upon surrender. (Sections 301, 1101 and 1104)
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Redemption for Taxation Reasons

If either:

� as a result of any amendment to, or change in, the laws (or any rules or regulations thereunder) of
Mexico, or any amendment to or change in an official interpretation or application of such laws, rules or
regulations, which amendment to or change of such laws, rules or regulations becomes effective on or
after the date of this offering memorandum, we would be obligated on the next succeeding interest
payment date, after taking such measures as we may consider reasonable to avoid this requirement, to
pay additional interest in excess of that attributable to a withholding tax rate of 4.9% with respect to the
debt securities (see ��Payment of Additional Interest� and �Taxation�Mexican Tax Considerations�); or

� in the event that we or any successor of us (assuming the obligations of the debt securities and the
indenture following a merger, consolidation or transfer, lease or conveyance of substantially all of our
assets and properties) are organized under the laws of any Taxing Jurisdiction other than Mexico (the
date on which we or a successor become subject to any such Taxing Jurisdiction, the �Succession Date�),
and as a result of any amendment to, or change in, the laws (or any rules or regulations thereunder) of
such Taxing Jurisdiction, or any political subdivision or taxing authority thereof or therein affecting
taxation, any amendment to or change in an official interpretation or application of such laws, rules or
regulations, which amendment to or change of such laws, rules or regulations becomes effective after the
Succession Date, we would be obligated on the next succeeding interest payment date, after taking such
measures as we may consider reasonable to avoid this requirement, to pay additional interest in excess of
that attributable to any withholding tax rate imposed by such Taxing Jurisdiction as of the Succession
Date with respect to the debt securities,

then we may, at our option, redeem the debt securities, in whole but not in part, at any time on giving not less than 30
nor more than 60 days� notice, at a redemption price equal to 100% of the outstanding principal amount of the debt
securities being redeemed, plus accrued and unpaid interest and any additional interest due thereon up to but not
including the date of redemption; provided, however, that (1) no notice of redemption for tax reasons may be given
earlier than 90 days prior to the earliest date on which we would be obligated to pay this additional interest if a
payment on the debt securities were then due and (2) at the time such notice of redemption is given such obligation to
pay such additional interest remains in effect. (Section 1101(c))
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Prior to the giving of any notice of redemption for taxation reasons, we will deliver to the trustee:

� a certificate signed by one of our duly authorized representatives stating that we are entitled to effect
the redemption and setting forth a statement of facts showing that the conditions precedent to our
right of redemption for taxation reasons have occurred; and

� an opinion of legal counsel (which may be our in-house counsel) of recognized standing to the effect
that we have or will become obligated to pay such additional interest as a result of such change or
amendment. (Section 1101(d))

This notice, after it is delivered to the holders, will be irrevocable. (Section 1102)

Covenants

The following covenants will apply to us and our subsidiaries for so long as any debt security remains outstanding.
These covenants restrict our ability and the ability of our subsidiaries to enter into certain transactions. However, these
covenants do not limit our ability to incur indebtedness or require us to comply with financial ratios or to maintain
specified levels of net worth or liquidity. In addition, these covenants and the indenture generally do not limit the
ability of our principal shareholders to reduce their ownership interest in us.

Limitation on Liens

We may not, and we may not allow any of our significant subsidiaries to, create, incur, issue or assume any liens on
our property to secure debt where the debt secured by such liens would exceed an aggregate amount equal to the
greater of (1) U.S. $2,800.00 million and (2) 16% of our Consolidated Net Tangible Assets less, in each case, the
aggregate amount of attributable debt of us and our significant subsidiaries pursuant to the first bullet point under
��Limitation on Sales and Leasebacks,� unless we secure the debt securities equally with, or prior to, the debt secured by
such liens. This restriction will not, however, apply to the following:

� liens on property acquired and existing on the date the property was acquired or arising after such
acquisition pursuant to contractual commitments entered into prior to such acquisition and not in
contemplation of such acquisition;

� liens on any property securing debt incurred or assumed for the purpose of financing its purchase
price or the cost of its construction, improvement or repair; provided that such lien attaches to the
property within 12 months of its acquisition or the completion of its construction, improvement or
repair and does not attach to any other property;

� liens existing on any property of any subsidiary prior to the time that the subsidiary became a
subsidiary of ours or liens arising after that time under contractual commitments entered into prior to
and not in contemplation of that event;
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� liens existing on the date the debt securities are issued;

� liens resulting from the deposit of funds or evidence of debt in trust for the purpose of defeasing our
debt or the debt of any of our subsidiaries;

� any (i) liens for taxes, assessments and other governmental charges and (ii) attachment or judgment
liens, in each case, the payment of which is being contested in good faith by appropriate proceedings
for which such reserves or other appropriate provision, if any, as may be required by International
Financial Reporting Standards as issued by the International Accounting Standards Board (�IFRS�)
shall have been made;

� liens on accounts receivable, inventory, or bottles and cases to secure working capital or revolving
credit debt incurred in the ordinary course of business;

� liens resulting from a direct or indirect pledge of any or all of our shares in Heineken N.V. or
Heineken Holdings N.V. or any holding company the principal assets of which consist of such
shares;

� any liens on real estate related to retail or commercial locations operated by us or our subsidiaries
that is contributed to a trust (a �Real Estate Trust�); and

� liens arising out of the refinancing, extension, renewal or refunding of any debt described above,
provided that the aggregate principal amount of such debt is not increased and such lien does not
extend to any additional property. (Section 1006)

�Consolidated Net Tangible Assets� means at any time the total assets (stated net of properly deductible items, to the
extent not already deducted in the computation of total assets) appearing on our consolidated balance sheet less all
goodwill and intangible assets appearing on such balance sheet, all determined on a consolidated basis at such time in
accordance with IFRS. (Section 101)

For purposes of this covenant, the covenant set forth under ��Limitation on Sale and Leaseback Transactions� and the
events of default set forth under ��Default, Remedies and Waiver of Default�Events of Default,� �significant subsidiary�
means any of our subsidiaries that meets the definition of significant subsidiary under Regulation S-X as promulgated
by the SEC. As of December 31, 2012, our significant subsidiaries consisted of Coca-Cola FEMSA, S.A.B. de C.V.,
FEMSA Comercio, S.A. de C.V. and CB Equity LLP. (Section 101)
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Limitation on Sales and Leasebacks

We may not, and we may not allow any of our significant subsidiaries to, enter into any sale and leaseback transaction
without effectively providing that the debt securities will be secured equally and ratably with or prior to the sale and
leaseback transaction, unless:

� the aggregate amount of attributable debt of us and our significant subsidiaries pursuant to this bullet
point would not exceed an aggregate amount equal to the greater of (1) U.S. $2,800.00 million or
(2) 16% of our Consolidated Net Tangible Assets less, in each case, any secured indebtedness
permitted under ��Limitation on Liens� that does not secure the debt securities equally with, or prior to,
the debt secured by such liens;

� we or one of our subsidiaries, within 12 months of the sale and leaseback transaction, retire debt not
owed to us or any of our subsidiaries that is not subordinated to the debt securities or invest in
equipment, plant facilities or other fixed assets used in the operations of us or any of our
subsidiaries, in an aggregate amount equal to the greater of (1) the net proceeds of the sale or
transfer of the property or other assets that are the subject of the sale and leaseback transaction and
(2) the fair market value of the property leased (Section 1007); or

� the transaction involves the lease by us or our subsidiaries of real estate contributed to a Real Estate
Trust.

Notwithstanding the foregoing, we and/or our subsidiaries may enter into sale and leaseback transactions that solely
refinance, extend, renew or refund sale and leaseback transactions permitted under the bullet points above and the
restriction described in the preceding paragraph will not apply to such sale and leaseback transactions.

�Sale and leaseback transaction� means a transaction or arrangement between us or one of our subsidiaries and a bank,
insurance company or other lender or investor where we or our subsidiary leases property for an initial term of three
years or more that was or will be sold by us or our significant subsidiary to that lender or investor for a sale price of
U.S. $5 million (or its equivalent in other currencies) or more. (Section 101)

�Attributable debt� means, with respect to any sale and leaseback transaction, the lesser of (1) the fair market value of
the asset subject to such transaction and (2) the present value, discounted at a rate per annum equal to the discount rate
of a capital lease obligation with a like term in accordance with IFRS, of the obligations of the lessee for net rental
payments (excluding amounts on account of maintenance and repairs, insurance, taxes, assessments and similar
charges and contingent rents) during the term of the lease. (Section 101)

Provision of Information

We will furnish the trustee with copies of our annual report and the information, documents and other reports that we
are required to file with the SEC pursuant to Section 13 or 15(d) of the U.S. Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as
amended (the �Exchange Act�), including our annual reports on Form 20-F and reports on Form 6-K, within 15 days
after we file them with the SEC. In addition, we will make the same information, documents and other reports
available, at our expense, to holders who so request in writing. (Section 1005)
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If, in the future, we are not required to file such information, documents or other reports pursuant to Section 13 or
15(d) of the Exchange Act, we will furnish to the trustee copies of the audited annual financial statements within 120
days after the end of our fiscal year and copies of the unaudited quarterly financial statements within 60 days of the
end of each of the first three fiscal quarters of each year. (Section 1005)

If any of our senior executive officers becomes aware that a default or event of default or an event that with notice or
the lapse of time would be an event of default has occurred and is continuing, as the case may be, we will deliver a
certificate to the trustee describing the details thereof and the action we are taking or propose to take. (Section 1004)

If we are not subject to the reporting requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Exchange Act at any time when the
debt securities are �restricted securities� within the meaning of Rule 144(a)(3) under the Securities Act, we will furnish
to any holder of debt securities, or to any prospective purchaser designated by such holder, financial and other
information described in Rule 144A(d)(4) with respect to us to the extent required to permit such holder to comply
with Rule 144A in connection with any resale of debt securities held by such holder. (Section 1005)

Merger, Consolidation or Sale of Assets

We may not consolidate with or merge into any other person or, directly or indirectly, transfer, convey, sell, lease or
otherwise dispose of all or substantially all of our assets and properties and may not permit any person to consolidate
with or merge into us, unless all of the following conditions are met:

� if we are not the successor person in the transaction, the successor expressly assumes our obligations
under the debt securities and the indenture;

� immediately after the transaction, no default under the debt securities has occurred and is
continuing. For this purpose, �default under the debt securities� means an event of default or an event
that would be an event of default with respect to the debt securities if the requirements for giving us
default notice and for our default having to continue for a specific period of time were disregarded.
See ��Defaults, Remedies and Waiver of Defaults�; and

� we have delivered to the trustee an officer�s certificate and opinion of counsel, each stating, among
other things, that the transaction complies with the indenture. (Section 801)

If the conditions described above are satisfied, we will not have to obtain the approval of the holders in order to merge
or consolidate or to sell or otherwise dispose of our properties and assets substantially as an entirety. In addition, these
conditions will apply only if we wish to merge into or consolidate with another person or sell or otherwise dispose of
all or substantially all of our assets and properties. We will not need to satisfy these conditions if we enter into other
types of transactions, including any transaction in which we acquire the stock or assets of another person, any
transaction that involves a change of control of our company, but in which we do not merge or consolidate, and any
transaction in which we sell or otherwise dispose of less than substantially all our assets.
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Defaults, Remedies and Waiver of Defaults

You will have special rights if an event of default with respect to the debt securities you hold occurs and is not cured,
as described below.

Events of Default

Each of the following will be an �event of default� with respect to any series of the debt securities:

� we fail to pay interest on any debt security within 30 days after its due date;

� we fail to pay the principal or premium, if any, of any debt security on its due date;

� we remain in breach of any covenant in the indenture for the benefit of holders of the debt securities
of any series, for 90 days after we receive a notice of default (sent by the trustee at the written
request of holders of a majority in principal amount of the debt securities of that series to us or by
the holders of a majority in principal amount of the debt securities of that series to us and the trustee)
stating that we are in breach;

� we or any of our significant subsidiaries experience a default or event of default under any
instrument relating to debt, prior to its maturity, that results in the failure to pay principal, or in the
acceleration, of an aggregate principal amount equal to or greater than U.S.$100 million (or its
equivalent in other currencies);

� a final judgment is rendered against us or any of our significant subsidiaries in an aggregate amount
in excess of U.S.$50 million (or its equivalent in other currencies) that is not discharged or bonded
in full within 90 days, for 10 days after we receive a notice of this default (sent by the trustee at the
written request of holders of a majority in principal amount of the debt securities of such series to us
or by the holders of a majority in principal amount of the debt securities of such series to us and the
trustee); or

� we or any of our significant subsidiaries file for bankruptcy, or other events of bankruptcy,
insolvency or reorganization or similar proceedings occur relating to us or any of our significant
subsidiaries.
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Remedies Upon Event of Default

If an event of default with respect to any series of the debt securities occurs and is not cured or waived, the trustee, at
the written request of holders of a majority in principal amount of the debt securities of such series, may declare the
entire principal amount of all the debt securities to be due and payable immediately, and upon any such declaration the
principal, any accrued interest and any additional interest shall become due and payable. If, however, an event of
default with respect to any series of debt securities occurs because of a bankruptcy, insolvency or reorganization
relating to us or any of our significant subsidiaries, the entire principal amount of all the debt securities of such series
and any accrued interest and any additional interest will be automatically accelerated, without any action by the
trustee or any holder and any principal, interest or additional interest will become immediately due and payable.
(Section 502)

Each of the situations described in the preceding paragraph is called an acceleration of the maturity of the debt
securities. If at any time after a declaration of acceleration with respect to any series of debt securities is made and
before a judgment for payment has been obtained, the holders of a majority in aggregate principal amount of the
outstanding debt securities of such series (except in the event of an event of default arising from bankruptcy,
insolvency or reorganization or similar proceedings) may rescind and annul such declaration and its consequences,
provided that all amounts then due (other than amounts due solely because of such acceleration) have been paid and
all other defaults with respect to such series of debt securities have been cured or waived. (Section 502)

If any event of default occurs, the trustee will be obligated to use those of its rights and powers under the indenture,
and to use the same degree of care and skill in doing so, that a prudent person would use under the circumstances in
conducting his or her own affairs.

The trustee is not required to take any action under the indenture at the request of any holders unless the holders offer
the trustee reasonable protection, known as an indemnity, from expenses and liability. Subject to the trustee�s right to
receive an indemnity that is reasonably satisfactory to it, the holders of a majority in principal amount of the
applicable series of outstanding debt securities may direct the time, method and place of conducting any lawsuit or
other formal legal action seeking any remedy available to the trustee. These majority holders may also direct the
trustee in writing in performing any other action under the indenture with respect to the debt securities. (Sections 512
and 603(e))

Before a holder of any debt securities of any series bypasses the trustee and brings its own lawsuit or other formal
legal action or takes other steps to enforce its rights or protect its interests relating to the debt securities, the following
must occur:

� the holder must give the trustee written notice that an event of default has occurred with respect to
the debt securities of such series and the event of default has not been cured or waived;

� the holders of a majority in aggregate principal amount of the outstanding debt securities of such
series must make a written request that the trustee take action with respect to the debt securities of
such series because of the default and they or other holders must offer to the trustee indemnity
satisfactory to the trustee against the cost and other liabilities incurred by complying with such
request;
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� the trustee must not have taken action for 60 days after the above steps have been taken; and

� during those 60 days, the holders of a majority in aggregate principal amount of the outstanding debt
securities of such series must not have given the trustee directions that are inconsistent with the
written request previously delivered by the holders of a majority in aggregate principal amount of
the outstanding debt securities of such series. (Section 507)

A holder will be entitled, however, at any time to bring a lawsuit for the payment of money due on any debt securities
held by that holder on or after its due date. (Section 508)

Book-entry and other indirect holders should consult their banks or brokers for information on how to give notice or
direction to or make a request of the trustee and how to declare or cancel an acceleration of the maturity.

Waiver of Default

The holders of not less than a majority in principal amount of the outstanding debt securities of any series may waive
a past default for all the debt securities of such series. If this happens, the default will be treated as if it had been
cured. However, no holder may waive (i) a payment default on any debt security or (ii) a covenant default by which
we make any of the changes in ��Modification and Waiver � Changes Requiring Each Holder�s Approval� without
obtaining approval of each affected holder of outstanding debt securities of such series. (Section 513)

Modification and Waiver

There are three types of changes we can make to the indenture, any supplemental indenture and the outstanding debt
securities under the indenture.

Changes Requiring Each Holder�s Approval

The following changes cannot be made without the approval of each holder of an outstanding debt security affected by
the change:

� a change in the stated maturity of any principal or interest payment on a debt security;

� a reduction in the principal amount, the interest rate or the redemption price for a debt security;

� a change in our obligation to pay additional interest;

� a change in the currency of any payment on a debt security other than as permitted by the debt
security;
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� a change in the place of any payment on a debt security;

� an impairment of the holder�s right to sue for payment of any amount due on its debt security;

� a reduction in the percentage in principal amount of the debt securities needed to change the
indenture or the outstanding debt securities under the indenture; and

� a reduction in the percentage in principal amount of the outstanding debt securities needed to waive
our compliance with the indenture, any supplemental indenture or to waive defaults. (Section 902)

Changes Not Requiring Approval

Some changes will not require the approval of holders of debt securities. These changes are limited to specific kinds
of changes, like the addition of covenants, events of default or security, and other clarifications and changes that
would not adversely affect the holders of outstanding debt securities under the indenture in any material respect.
(Section 901)

Changes Requiring Majority Approval

Any other change to the indenture or the debt securities of any series will be required to be approved by the holders of
a majority in principal amount of the outstanding debt securities of such series affected by the change or waiver. The
required approval must be given by written consent. (Section 902)

The same majority approval will be required for us to obtain a waiver of certain of our covenants in the indenture and
any supplemental indenture. Our covenants include the promises we make about merging, creating liens on our
interests and entering into sale and leaseback transactions, which we describe under ��Merger, Consolidation or Sale of
Assets� and ��Covenants.� If the holders approve a waiver of a covenant, we will not have to comply with it. The holders,
however, cannot approve a waiver of any provision in a particular debt security, the indenture or any supplemental
indenture, as it affects that debt security, that we cannot change without the approval of the holder of that debt security
as described under in ��Changes Requiring Each Holder�s Approval,� unless that holder approves the waiver. (Section
1010)

Book-entry and other indirect holders should consult their banks or brokers for information on how approval may be
granted or denied if we seek to change the indenture, any supplemental indenture or the debt securities or request a
waiver.

Defeasance

We may, at our option, elect to terminate (1) all of our obligations with respect to the debt securities (�legal
defeasance�), except for certain obligations, including those regarding any trust established for defeasance and
obligations relating to the transfer and exchange of the debt securities, the replacement of mutilated, destroyed, lost or
stolen debt securities, the maintenance of agencies with respect to the debt securities and the rights, powers, trusts,
duties, immunities, and indemnities and other provisions in respect of the trustee (Sections 1201 and 1202) or (2) our
obligations under certain covenants in the indenture, so that any failure to comply with such obligations will not
constitute an event of default (�covenant defeasance�) in respect of a particular series of debt securities. (Sections 1201
and 1203) In order to exercise either legal defeasance or covenant defeasance, we must irrevocably deposit with the
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trustee U.S. dollars or such other currency in which the debt securities are denominated (the �securities currency�),
government obligations of the United States or a government, governmental agency or central bank of the country
whose currency is the securities currency, or any combination thereof, in such amounts as will be sufficient to pay the
principal, premium, if any, and interest (including additional interest) in respect of the debt securities then outstanding
on the maturity date of the debt securities, and comply with certain other conditions, including, without limitation, the
delivery of opinions of counsel as to specified tax and other matters. (Sections 1201, 1204 and 1205)
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If we elect either legal defeasance or covenant defeasance with respect to any series of debt securities, we must so
elect it with respect to all of the outstanding debt securities of such series. (Section 1201)

Special Rules for Actions by Holders

When holders take any action under the indenture, such as giving a notice of default, declaring an acceleration,
approving any change or waiver or giving the trustee an instruction, we will apply the following rules.

Only Outstanding Debt Securities are Eligible for Action by Holders

Only holders of outstanding debt securities of a particular series will be eligible to vote or participate in any action by
holders. In addition, we will count only outstanding debt securities of that series in determining whether the various
percentage requirements for voting or taking action have been met. For these purposes, a debt security will not be
�outstanding� if it has been surrendered for cancellation or if we have deposited or set aside, in trust for its holder,
money for its payment or redemption. (Section 101) In addition, any debt securities owned or held by us or any of our
affiliates will be disregarded and deemed not to be outstanding for these purposes.

Determining Record Dates for Action by Holders

We will generally be entitled to set any day as a record date for the purpose of determining the holders that are entitled
to take action under the indenture or the supplemental indenture. In some limited circumstances, only the trustee will
be entitled to set a record date for action by holders. If we or the trustee set a record date for an approval or other
action to be taken by holders, that vote or action may be taken only by persons or entities who are holders on the
record date and must be taken during the period that we specify for this purpose, or that the trustee specifies if it sets
the record date. We or the trustee, as applicable, may shorten or lengthen this period from time to time. This period,
however, may not extend beyond the 180th day after the record date for the action. In addition, record dates for any
global debt securities may be set in accordance with procedures established by the depositary from time to time.
(Section 104)
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Transfer Agents

We may appoint one or more transfer agents, at whose designated offices any debt securities in certificated form may
be transferred or exchanged and also surrendered before payment is made at maturity. Initially, we have appointed the
trustee, at its corporate trust office in New York City, as transfer agent. We may also choose to act as our own transfer
agent. We must notify you of changes in the transfer agent as described under ��Notices.� If we issue debt securities in
certificated form, holders of debt securities in certificated form will be able to transfer their debt securities, in whole
or in part, by surrendering the debt securities, with a duly completed form of transfer, for registration of transfer at the
office of our transfer agent in New York City. We will not charge any fee for the registration or transfer or exchange,
except that we may require the payment of a sum sufficient to cover any applicable tax or other governmental charge
payable in connection with the transfer. (Sections 304 and 1002)

Notices

As long as we issue debt securities in global form, notices to be given to holders will be given to DTC, in accordance
with its applicable policies as in effect from time to time. If we issue debt securities in certificated form, notices to be
given to holders will be sent by mail to the respective addresses of the holders as they appear in the register
maintained by the registrar, and will be deemed given when mailed. (Section 106)

Neither the failure to give any notice to a particular holder, nor any defect in a notice given to a particular holder, will
affect the sufficiency of any notice given to another holder. (Section 106)

Governing Law

The indenture, any supplemental indenture and the debt securities will be governed by, and construed in accordance
with, the laws of the State of New York, United States of America. (Section 113)

Submission to Jurisdiction

In connection with any legal action or proceeding arising out of or relating to the debt securities, the indenture or any
supplemental indenture (subject to the exceptions described below), we have:

� submitted to the jurisdiction of any U.S. federal or New York state court in the Borough of
Manhattan, the City of New York, and any appellate court thereof;

� agreed that all claims in respect of such legal action or proceeding may be heard and determined in
such U.S. federal or New York state court and waived, to the fullest extent permitted by law, the
defense of an inconvenient forum to the maintenance of such action or proceeding and any right of
jurisdiction on account of our present or future place of residence or domicile; and
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� appointed C T Corporation System, with an office at 111 Eighth Avenue, New York, New York
10011, United States of America, as process agent, and such agent has accepted such appointment.

The process agent will receive, on our behalf, service of copies of the summons and complaint and any other process
which may be served in any such legal action or proceeding brought in such New York state or U.S. federal court
sitting in New York City. Service may be made by mailing or delivering a copy of such process to us at the address
specified above for the process agent. (Section 115)

A final judgment in any of the above legal actions or proceedings will be conclusive and may be enforced in other
jurisdictions, in each case, to the extent permitted under the applicable laws of such jurisdiction.

In addition to the foregoing, the holders may serve legal process in any other manner permitted by applicable law. The
above provisions do not limit the right of any holder to bring any action or proceeding against us or our properties in
other courts where jurisdiction is independently established.

To the extent that we have or hereafter may acquire or have attributed to us any sovereign or other immunity under
any law, we have agreed to waive, to the fullest extent permitted by law, such immunity from jurisdiction or to service
of process in respect of any legal suit, action or proceeding arising out of or relating to the indenture or the debt
securities. (Section 115)

Currency Indemnity

Our obligations under the debt securities will be discharged only to the extent that the trustee or the relevant holder is
able to purchase the securities currency with any other currency paid to the trustee or that holder in accordance with
any judgment or otherwise. If the trustee or the holder cannot purchase the securities currency in the amount originally
to be paid, we have agreed to pay the difference. The holder, however, agrees that, if the amount of the securities
currency purchased exceeds the amount originally to be paid to such holder, the holder will reimburse the excess to us.
(Section 1009)

Our Relationship with the Trustee

The Bank of New York Mellon is initially serving as the trustee for the debt securities. The Bank of New York Mellon
or its affiliates may have other business relationships with us from time to time.
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DESCRIPTION OF WARRANTS

We may issue warrants, in one or more series, for the purchase of debt securities. Warrants may be issued
independently or together with our debt securities and may be attached to or separate from any offered securities. In
addition to this summary, you should refer to the detailed provisions of the specific warrant agreement for complete
terms of the warrants and the warrant agreement. A form of warrant agreement will be filed as an exhibit to the
registration statement.

The warrants will be evidenced by warrant certificates. Unless otherwise specified in the prospectus supplement, the
warrant certificates may be traded separately from the debt securities, if any, with which the warrant certificates were
issued. Warrant certificates may be exchanged for new warrant certificates of different denominations at the office of
an agent that we will appoint. Until a warrant is exercised, the holder of a warrant does not have any of the rights of a
holder of our debt securities and is not entitled to any payments on any debt securities issuable upon exercise of the
warrants.

A prospectus supplement accompanying this prospectus relating to a particular series of warrants will describe the
terms of those warrants, including:

� the title and the aggregate number of warrants;

� the debt securities for which each warrant is exercisable;

� the date or dates on which the right to exercise such warrants commence and expire;

� the price or prices at which such warrants are exercisable;

� the currency or currencies in which such warrants are exercisable;

� the periods during which and places at which such warrants are exercisable;

� the terms of any mandatory or optional call provisions;

� the price or prices, if any, at which the warrants may be redeemed at the option of the holder or will
be redeemed upon expiration;

� the identity of the warrant agent; and
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� the exchanges, if any, on which such warrants may be listed.
You may exercise warrants by payment to our warrant agent of the exercise price, in each case in such currency or
currencies as are specified in the warrant, and giving your identity and the number of warrants to be exercised. Once
you pay our warrant agent and deliver the properly completed and executed warrant certificate to our warrant agent at
the specified office, our warrant agent will, as soon as practicable, forward securities to you in authorized
denominations or share amounts. If you exercise less than all of the warrants evidenced by your warrant certificate,
you will be issued a new warrant certificate for the remaining amount of warrants.
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DESCRIPTION OF GUARANTEES

Under our guarantees of debt securities issued by others, we will irrevocably and unconditionally guarantee the full
and punctual payment of principal, premium, if any, interest, additional interest and any other amounts that may
become due and payable by the issuer in respect of the series of debt securities that were provided with our
guarantees. If the issuer fails to pay any such amount, we will pay the amount that is due and required to be paid.

Set forth below is a summary of the terms of our guarantees. This summary does not purport to be complete, and is
qualified in its entirety by reference to the relevant terms of the guarantees.

Our guarantees:

� will be our unsecured and unsubordinated obligations and will rank equally in right of payment with
all of our other unsecured and unsubordinated obligations (including guarantees of subsidiaries�
indebtedness);

� will be effectively subordinated to all of our existing and future secured obligations and to all
existing and future liabilities of our subsidiaries; and

� do not restrict our ability or the ability of our subsidiaries to incur or guarantee additional
indebtedness in the future.

We are a holding company, and our principal assets are shares that we hold in our subsidiaries. Our guarantees will
not be secured by any of our assets or properties. As a result, by owning our guarantees, you will be one of our
unsecured creditors. The guarantees will not be subordinated to any of our other unsecured obligations. In the event of
a bankruptcy or liquidation proceeding against us, the guarantees would rank equally in right of payment with all our
other unsecured and unsubordinated obligations (including guarantees of subsidiaries� indebtedness).
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FORM OF SECURITIES, CLEARING AND SETTLEMENT

Global Securities

Unless otherwise specified in the applicable prospectus supplement, the following information relates to the form,
clearing and settlement of U.S. dollar-denominated debt securities.

We will issue the securities in global form, without interest coupons. Securities issued in global form will be
represented, at least initially, by one or more global debt securities. Upon issuance, global securities will be deposited
with the trustee as custodian for The Depository Trust Company (�DTC�), and registered in the name of Cede & Co., as
DTC�s partnership nominee. Ownership of beneficial interests in each global security will be limited to persons who
have accounts with DTC, whom we refer to as DTC participants, or persons who hold interests through DTC
participants. We expect that, under procedures established by DTC, ownership of beneficial interests in each global
security will be shown on, and transfer of ownership of those interests will be effected only through, records
maintained by DTC (with respect to interests of DTC participants) and the records of DTC participants (with respect
to other owners of beneficial interests in the global securities).

Beneficial interests in the global debt securities may be credited within DTC to its direct and indirect participants,
including Euroclear Bank S.A./N.V. (�Euroclear�) and Clearstream, Luxembourg Banking, société anonyme
(�Clearstream, Luxembourg�) on behalf of the owners of such interests.

Investors may hold their interests in the global debt securities directly through DTC, Euroclear or Clearstream,
Luxembourg, if they are participants in those systems, or indirectly through organizations that are participants in those
systems.

Beneficial interests in the global debt securities may not be exchanged for securities in physical, certificated form
except in the limited circumstances described below.

Book-Entry Procedures for Global Securities

Interests in the global debt securities will be subject to the operations and procedures of DTC, Euroclear and
Clearstream, Luxembourg. We provide the following summaries of those operations and procedures solely for the
convenience of investors. The operations and procedures of each settlement system are controlled by that settlement
system and may be changed at any time. Neither we, the trustee, the security registrar, any paying agent nor any
transfer agent is responsible for those operations or procedures.

DTC has advised that it is:

� a limited purpose trust company organized under the New York Banking Law;

� a �banking organization� within the meaning of the New York Banking Law;
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� a member of the U.S. Federal Reserve System;

� a �clearing corporation� within the meaning of the New York Uniform Commercial Code; and

� a �clearing agency� registered pursuant to the provisions of Section 17A of the Exchange Act.
DTC was created to hold debt securities for its participants and to facilitate the clearance and settlement of securities
transactions between its participants through electronic computerized book-entry changes to the accounts of its
participants. DTC�s participants include securities brokers and dealers, banks, trust companies, clearing corporations,
and certain other organizations. Access to DTC�s system is also available to indirect participants, including other
securities brokers and dealers, banks, and trust companies that clear through or maintain a custodial relationship with a
DTC participant, either directly or indirectly. Investors who are not DTC participants may beneficially own securities
held by or on behalf of DTC only through DTC participants or indirect participants in DTC.

So long as DTC or its nominee is the registered owner of a global debt security, DTC or its nominee will be
considered the sole owner or holder of the securities represented by that global security for all purposes under the
indenture. Except as provided below, owners of beneficial interests in a global debt security:

� will not be entitled to have securities represented by the global debt security registered in their
names;

� will not receive or be entitled to receive physical, certificated debt securities; and

� will not be considered the registered owners or holders of the debt securities under the indenture for
any purpose, including with respect to the giving of any direction, instruction or approval to the
trustee under the indenture.

As a result, each investor who owns a beneficial interest in a global debt security must rely on the procedures of DTC
to exercise any rights of a holder of debt securities under the indenture (and, if the investor is not a participant or an
indirect participant in DTC, on the procedures of the DTC participant through which the investor owns its interest).

Payments of principal, premium, if any, and interest with respect to the securities represented by a global debt security
will be made by the trustee to DTC�s nominee as the registered holder of the global debt security. Neither we nor the
trustee will have any responsibility or liability for the payment of amounts to owners of beneficial interests in a global
debt security, for any aspect of the records relating to or payments made on account of those interests by DTC, or for
maintaining, supervising or reviewing any records of DTC relating to those interests.

Payments by participants and indirect participants in DTC to the owners of beneficial interests in a global debt
security will be governed by standing instructions and customary practices and will be the responsibility of those
participants or indirect participants and not of DTC, its nominee or us.
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Transfers between participants in DTC will be effected under DTC�s procedures and will be settled in same-day funds.
Transfers between participants in Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg will be effected in the ordinary way under
the rules and operating procedures of those systems.

Cross-market transfers between DTC participants, on the one hand, and Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg
participants, on the other hand, will be effected within DTC through the DTC participants that are acting as
depositaries for Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg. To deliver or receive an interest in a global security held in
a Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg account, an investor must send transfer instructions to Euroclear or
Clearstream, Luxembourg, as the case may be, under the rules and procedures of that system and within the
established deadlines of that system. If the transaction meets its settlement requirements, Euroclear or Clearstream,
Luxembourg, as the case may be, will send instructions to its DTC depositary to take action to effect final settlement
by delivering or receiving interests in the relevant global securities in DTC, and making or receiving payment under
normal procedures for same-day funds settlement applicable to DTC. Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg
participants may not deliver instructions directly to the DTC depositaries that are acting for Euroclear or Clearstream,
Luxembourg.

Because of time zone differences, the securities account of a Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg participant that
purchases an interest in a global security from a DTC participant will be credited on the business day for Euroclear or
Clearstream, Luxembourg immediately following the DTC settlement date. Cash received in Euroclear or
Clearstream, Luxembourg from the sale of an interest in a global debt security to a DTC participant will be received
with value on the DTC settlement date but will be available in the relevant Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg
cash account as of the business day for Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg following the DTC settlement date.

DTC, Euroclear and Clearstream, Luxembourg have agreed to the above procedures to facilitate transfers of interests
in the global securities among participants in those settlement systems. However, the settlement systems are not
obligated to perform these procedures and may discontinue or change these procedures at any time. Neither we nor the
trustee have any responsibility for the performance by DTC, Euroclear or Clearstream, Luxembourg or their
participants or indirect participants of their obligations under the rules and procedures governing their operations.

Debt Securities Denominated in a Currency other than U.S. Dollars

Unless otherwise specified in the applicable prospectus supplement, the following information relates to the form,
clearing and settlement of debt securities denominated in a currency other than the U.S. dollar.
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We will issue the debt securities as one or more global debt securities registered in the name of the nominee of a
common depositary for Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear. Investors may hold book-entry interests in the
global securities through organizations that participate, directly or indirectly, in Clearstream, Luxembourg and/or
Euroclear. Book-entry interests in the debt securities and all transfers relating to the debt securities will be reflected in
the book-entry records of Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear.

The distribution of the debt securities will be carried through Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear. Any secondary
market trading of book-entry interests in the debt securities will take place through participants in Clearstream,
Luxembourg and Euroclear and will settle in same-day funds. Owners of book-entry interests in the debt securities
will receive payments relating to their debt securities in U.S. dollars or such other currency in which the debt
securities are denominated, as applicable. Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear have established electronic
securities and payment transfer, processing, depositary and custodial links among themselves and others, either
directly or through custodians and depositaries. These links allow securities to be issued, held and transferred among
the clearing systems without the physical transfer of certificates. Special procedures to facilitate clearance and
settlement have been established among these clearing systems to trade securities across borders in the secondary
market.

The policies of Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear will govern payments, transfers, exchange and other matters
relating to the investor�s interest in securities held by them. We have no responsibility for any aspect of the records
kept by Clearstream, Luxembourg or Euroclear or any of their direct or indirect participants. We do not supervise
these systems in any way.

Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear and their participants perform these clearance and settlement functions under
agreements they have made with one another or with their customers. You should be aware that they are not obligated
to perform or continue to perform these procedures and may modify them or discontinue them at any time.

Except as provided below, owners of beneficial interests in the debt securities will not be entitled to have the debt
securities registered in their names, will not receive or be entitled to receive physical delivery of the debt securities in
definitive form and will not be considered the owners or holders of the debt securities under the indenture governing
the debt securities, including for purposes of receiving any reports delivered by us or the trustee pursuant to the
indenture. Accordingly, each person owning a beneficial interest in a debt security must rely on the procedures of the
Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear and, if that person is not a participant, on the procedures of the participant
through which that person owns its interest, in order to exercise any rights of a holder of debt securities.

This description of the clearing systems reflects our understanding of the rules and procedures of Clearstream,
Luxembourg and Euroclear as they are currently in effect. These systems could change their rules and procedures at
any time. We have obtained the information in this section concerning Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear and
their book-entry systems and procedures from sources that we believe to be reliable, but we take no responsibility for
the accuracy of this information.
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Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear

Clearstream, Luxembourg has advised that: it is a duly licensed bank organized as a société anonyme incorporated
under the laws of Luxembourg and is subject to regulation by the Luxembourg Commission for the supervision of the
financial sector (Commission de surveillance du secteur financier); it holds securities for its customers and facilitates
the clearance and settlement of securities transactions among them, and does so through electronic book-entry
transfers between the accounts of its customers, thereby eliminating the need for physical movement of certificates; it
provides other services to its customers, including safekeeping, administration, clearance and settlement of
internationally traded securities and lending and borrowing of securities; it interfaces with the domestic markets in
over 30 countries through established depositary and custodial relationships; its customers include worldwide
securities brokers and dealers, banks, trust companies and clearing corporations and may include certain other
professional financial intermediaries; its U.S. customers are limited to securities brokers and dealers and banks; and
indirect access to the Clearstream, Luxembourg system is also available to others that clear through Clearstream,
Luxembourg customers or that have custodial relationships with its customers, such as banks, brokers, dealers and
trust companies.

Euroclear has advised that: it is incorporated under the laws of Belgium as a bank and is subject to regulation by the
Belgian Banking and Finance Commission (Commission Bancaire et Financiére) and the National Bank of Belgium
(Banque Nationale de Belgique); it holds securities for its participants and facilitates the clearance and settlement of
securities transactions among them; it does so through simultaneous electronic book-entry delivery against payments,
thereby eliminating the need for physical movement of certificates; it provides other services to its participants,
including credit, custody, lending and borrowing of securities and tri-party collateral management; it interfaces with
the domestic markets of several countries; its customers include banks, including central banks, securities brokers and
dealers, banks, trust companies and clearing corporations and certain other professional financial intermediaries;
indirect access to the Euroclear system is also available to others that clear through Euroclear customers or that have
custodial relationships with Euroclear customers; and all securities in Euroclear are held on a fungible basis, which
means that specific certificates are not matched to specific securities clearance accounts.

Clearance and Settlement Procedures

We understand that investors that hold their debt securities through Clearstream, Luxembourg or Euroclear accounts
will follow the settlement procedures that are applicable to securities in registered form. Debt securities will be
credited to the securities custody accounts of Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear participants on the business day
following the settlement date for value on the settlement date. They will be credited either free of payment or against
payment for value on the settlement date.

We understand that secondary market trading between Clearstream, Luxembourg and/or Euroclear participants will
occur in the ordinary way following the applicable rules and operating procedures of Clearstream, Luxembourg and
Euroclear. Secondary market trading will be settled using procedures applicable to securities in registered form.
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You should be aware that investors will only be able to make and receive deliveries, payments and other
communications involving the debt securities through Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear on business days.
Those systems may not be open for business on days when banks, brokers and other institutions are open for business
in the United States or Mexico.

In addition, because of time zone differences, there may be problems with completing transactions involving
Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear on the same business day as in the United States or Mexico. U.S. and
Mexican investors who wish to transfer their interests in the debt securities, or to make or receive a payment or
delivery of the debt securities on a particular day may find that the transactions will not be performed until the next
business day in Luxembourg or Brussels, depending on whether Clearstream, Luxembourg or Euroclear is used.

Clearstream, Luxembourg or Euroclear will credit payments to the cash accounts of participants in Clearstream,
Luxembourg or Euroclear in accordance with the relevant systemic rules and procedures, to the extent received by its
depositary. Clearstream, Luxembourg or Euroclear, as the case may be, will take any other action permitted to be
taken by a holder under the indenture on behalf of a Clearstream, Luxembourg or Euroclear participant only in
accordance with its relevant rules and procedures.

Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear have agreed to the foregoing procedures in order to facilitate transfers of the
debt securities among participants of Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear. However, they are under no obligation
to perform or continue to perform those procedures, and they may discontinue those procedures at any time.

Same-Day Settlement and Payment

The underwriters will settle the debt securities in immediately available funds. We will make all payments of principal
and interest on the debt securities in immediately available funds. Secondary market trading between participants in
Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear will occur in accordance with the applicable rules and operating procedures
of Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear and will be settled using the procedures applicable to securities in
immediately available funds. See ��Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear.�

Debt Securities Denominated in Pesos

Holders of debt securities denominated in Mexican pesos may own beneficial interests in the global security through
the facilities of S.D. Indeval Institución para el Depósito de Valores, S.A. de C.V. (�Indeval�), which is a participant in
each of Clearstream, Luxembourg and Euroclear. Indeval is a privately owned securities depositary that is authorized
and acts as a clearinghouse, depositary and central custodian for securities in Mexico. As such, Indeval provides
settlement and transfer services and is the registration agent for Mexican securities transactions, eliminating the need
for physical transfer of securities. Holders who own beneficial interests in the debt securities through Indeval may be
required to certify as to their residency in accordance with the procedures of Indeval.
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Certificated Debt Securities

Beneficial interests in a global debt security may not be exchanged for debt securities in physical, certificated form
unless:

� the depositary has notified us that it is no longer willing or able to discharge its responsibilities or
has ceased to be a clearing agency registered under the Exchange Act; or

� we, at our option, notify the trustee that we elect to cause the issuance of certificated debt securities;
or

� certain other events provided in the indenture should occur, including the occurrence and
continuance of an event of default with respect to the debt securities.

In all cases, certificated debt securities delivered in exchange for any global debt security will be registered in the
names, and issued in any approved denominations, requested by the depositary.

In the event that we issue certificated debt securities under the limited circumstances described above, then holders of
certificated debt securities may transfer their debt securities in whole or in part upon the surrender of the certificate to
be transferred, together with a completed and executed assignment form endorsed on the definitive debt security, at
the offices of the transfer agent in New York City. Copies of this assignment form may be obtained at the offices of
the transfer agent in New York City. Each time that we transfer or exchange a new debt security in certificated form
for another debt security in certificated form, and after the transfer agent receives a completed assignment form, we
will make available for delivery the new definitive debt security at the offices of the transfer agent in New York City.
Alternatively, at the option of the person requesting the transfer or exchange, we will mail, at that person�s risk, the
new definitive debt security to the address of that person that is specified in the assignment form. In addition, if we
issue debt securities in certificated form, then we will make payments of principal of, interest on and any other
amounts payable under the debt securities to holders in whose names the debt securities in certificated form are
registered at the close of business on the record date for these payments. If the debt securities are issued in certificated
form, we will make payments of principal and any redemption payments against the surrender of these certificated
debt securities at the offices of the paying agent in New York City.
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TAXATION

The following summary describes the principal Mexican federal and U.S. federal income tax consequences of the
purchase, ownership and disposition of the debt securities, but does not purport to be a comprehensive description of
all the tax considerations that may be relevant to a decision to purchase the debt securities. This summary does not
describe any tax consequences arising under the laws of any state, municipality, locality or taxing jurisdiction other
than the United States and Mexico, or U.S. and Mexican federal taxes other than income taxes.

This summary is based on the tax laws of Mexico and the United States as in effect on the date of this registration
statement (including the tax treaty entered into between Mexico and the United Stated described below), as well as on
rules and regulations of Mexico and regulations, rulings and decisions of the United States available on or before such
date and now in effect. All of the foregoing are subject to change, which change, in the case of U.S. federal income
tax law, could apply retroactively and could affect the continued validity of this summary.

Prospective purchasers of debt securities should consult their own tax advisors as to the Mexican, United States
or other tax consequences of the purchase, ownership and disposition of the debt securities, including, in
particular, the application to their particular situations of the tax considerations discussed below, as well as the
application of state, municipal, local, foreign or other tax laws.

Mexican Tax Considerations

The following is a general summary of the principal Mexican federal income tax consequences under the Mexican Ley
del Impuesto sobre la Renta (the Mexican Income Tax Law) and rules and regulations thereunder, as currently in
effect, of the purchase, ownership and disposition of the debt securities by a holder that is not a tax resident of Mexico
and that will not hold debt securities or a beneficial interest therein in connection with the conduct of a trade or
business through a permanent establishment for tax purposes in Mexico (a �foreign holder�).

For purposes of Mexican taxation, tax residency is a highly technical definition that involves the application of a
number of factors. Generally, an individual is a tax resident of Mexico if he or she has established his or her home in
Mexico or if his or her �center of vital interest� is located in Mexico, which is deemed to occur if any of the following
are met: (i) more than 50% of such individual�s total income, in any calendar year, is from a Mexican source, or
(ii) such individual�s principal center of professional activities is located in Mexico. A Mexican national that is
employed by the Mexican government is deemed to be a resident of Mexico, even in the event that his/her center of
vital interests is located outside Mexico. Unless otherwise proven, Mexican nationals are deemed residents of Mexico
for tax purposes. A corporation is considered a tax resident of Mexico if it has established its principal place of
business management or its effective seat of business management in Mexico. A permanent establishment in Mexico
for tax purposes of a foreign person will be regarded as a resident of Mexico, and such permanent establishment will
be required to pay taxes in Mexico in accordance with applicable tax laws, for any income attributable to such
permanent establishment. However, any determination of residence should take into account the particular situation of
each person or legal entity.
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U.S./Mexico and Other Tax Treaties

The United States and Mexico have entered into a Convention for the Avoidance of Double Taxation (collectively,
with subsequent Protocols thereto, referred to as the �tax treaty�). Provisions of the tax treaty that may affect the
taxation of certain United States holders are summarized below. The United States and Mexico have also entered into
an agreement that covers the exchange of information with respect to tax matters. Mexico has also entered into and is
negotiating several other tax treaties that may reduce the amount of Mexican withholding tax to which payments of
interest (or amounts deemed interest) on the debt securities may be subject. Prospective purchasers of debt securities
should consult their own tax advisors as to the tax consequences, if any, of such treaties.

Payments of Interest, Principal and Premium in Respect of the Debt Securities

Under the Mexican Income Tax Law, payments of interest made in respect of the debt securities (including payments
of principal in excess of the issue price of such debt securities, which, under Mexican law, are deemed to be interest)
to a foreign holder will generally be subject to a Mexican withholding tax assessed at a rate of 4.9% if (1) the debt
securities are placed through banks or broker dealers in a country with which Mexico has entered into a tax treaty for
the avoidance of double taxation, which is in effect, (2) the CNBV has been notified of the issuance of the debt
securities pursuant to the Mexican Income Tax Law and Article 7 of the Mexican Securities Market Law and its
regulations, and (3) the information requirements specified in the general rules of the SHCP and the SAT are satisfied
(including the filing of information related to the debt securities offering and this prospectus). In the event that such
requirements are not satisfied, the applicable withholding tax rate will be 10%. We believe that because the conditions
described in (1) through (3) above will be satisfied, the applicable withholding tax rate will be 4.9%.

A higher income tax withholding rate will be applicable when a party related to us, jointly or individually, directly or
indirectly, is the effective beneficiary of more than 5% of the aggregate amount of payments treated as interest on the
debt securities.

Payments of interest made with respect to the debt securities to a non-Mexican pension or retirement fund will be
generally exempt from Mexican withholding taxes, provided that (1) the fund is the effective beneficiary of such
interest income, (2) the fund is duly established pursuant to the laws of its country of origin, (3) the relevant interest
income is exempt from taxation in such country, and (4) the fund is duly registered with the SHCP and the SAT for
that purpose.

We have agreed, subject to specified exceptions and limitations, to pay additional interest to the holders of debt
securities in respect of the Mexican withholding taxes mentioned above. If we pay additional interest in respect of
such Mexican withholding taxes, any refunds of such additional interest will be for our account. See �Description of
Debt Securities�Payment of Additional Interest.�
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Holders or beneficial owners of debt securities may be requested to provide certain information or documentation
necessary to enable us to establish the appropriate Mexican withholding tax rate applicable to such holders or
beneficial owners. In the event that the specified information or documentation concerning the holder or beneficial
owner, if requested, is not provided on a timely basis, our obligations to pay additional interest may be limited as set
forth under �Description of Debt Securities�Payment of Additional Interest.�

Under the Mexican Income Tax Law, payments of principal we make to a foreign holder will not be subject to any
Mexican withholding or similar taxes.

Taxation of Disposition of Debt Securities

Gains realized by a foreign holder from the sale or other disposition of debt securities to a nonresident of Mexico will
not be subject to Mexican taxation.

Other Mexican Taxes

A foreign holder will not be liable for estate, gift, inheritance or similar taxes with respect to its holdings of debt
securities. There are no Mexican stamp, issue registration or similar taxes payable by a foreign holder with respect to
debt securities.

U.S. Federal Income Tax Considerations

The following is a summary of the principal U.S. federal income tax considerations that may be relevant to a
beneficial owner of debt securities that is a citizen or resident of the United States or a domestic corporation or
otherwise subject to U.S. federal income tax on a net income basis in respect of the debt securities (a �U.S. holder�). It
does not purport to be a comprehensive description of all of the tax considerations that may be relevant to a particular
investor�s decision to invest in debt securities.

This summary is based on provisions of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the �Code�), and
regulations, rulings and judicial decisions as of the date hereof. Those authorities may be changed, perhaps
retroactively, so as to result in U.S. federal income tax consequences different from those summarized below. In
addition, except where noted, this summary deals only with investors that are U.S. holders who acquire the debt
securities in the United States as part of the initial offering of the debt securities, who will own the debt securities as
capital assets, and whose functional currency is the U.S. dollar. It does not address U.S. federal income tax
considerations applicable to investors who may be subject to special tax rules, such as banks, financial institutions,
partnerships (or entities treated as a partnership for U.S. federal income tax purposes) or partners therein, tax-exempt
entities, insurance companies, traders in securities that elect to use the mark-to-market method of accounting for their
securities, persons subject to the alternative minimum tax, U.S. expatriates, dealers in securities or currencies, certain
short-term holders of debt securities, or persons that hedge their exposure in the debt securities or will hold debt
securities as a position in a �straddle� or conversion transaction or as part of a �synthetic security� or other integrated
financial transaction. U.S. holders should be aware that the U.S. federal income tax consequences of holding the debt
securities may be materially different for investors described in the prior sentence. This discussion also does not
address all of the tax considerations that may be relevant to particular issuances of debt securities, such as debt
securities offered at a price less or more than their stated principal amount or debt securities denominated in a
currency other than the U.S. dollar. For information regarding any such special tax considerations relevant to
particular issuances, or regarding the issuance of warrants, if any, you should read the applicable prospectus
supplement.
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Payments of Interest and Additional Interest

Payments of the gross amount of interest and additional interest (as defined in �Description of Debt Securities�Payment
of Additional Interest�) with respect to a debt security, i.e., including amounts withheld in respect of Mexican
withholding taxes, will be taxable to a U.S. holder as ordinary interest income at the time that such payments are
accrued or are received, in accordance with the U.S. holder�s regular method of tax accounting. Thus, accrual method
U.S. holders will report stated interest on the debt security as it accrues, and cash method U.S. holders will report
interest when it is received or unconditionally made available for receipt.

The Mexican withholding tax that is imposed on interest will be treated as a foreign income tax eligible, subject to
generally applicable limitations and conditions under the Code, for credit against a U.S. holder�s federal income tax
liability or, at the U.S. holder�s election, for deduction in computing the holder�s taxable income (provided that the U.S.
holder elects to deduct, rather than credit, all foreign income taxes paid or accrued for the relevant taxable year).
Interest and additional interest paid on the debt securities generally will constitute foreign source passive category
income.

The calculation and availability of foreign tax credits and, in the case of a U.S. holder that elects to deduct foreign
taxes, the availability of deductions, involves the application of complex rules (including, in the case of foreign tax
credits, relating to a minimum holding period) that depend on a U.S. holder�s particular circumstances. U.S. holders
should consult their own tax advisors regarding the availability of foreign tax credits and the treatment of additional
interest.

Sale or Other Taxable Disposition of Debt Securities

A U.S. holder generally will recognize gain or loss on the sale or other taxable disposition of the debt securities in an
amount equal to the difference between (i) the amount realized on such sale or other taxable disposition (other than
amounts attributable to accrued but unpaid interest, including any additional interest thereon, which will be taxable as
ordinary income to the extent not previously included in income) and (ii) the U.S. holder�s adjusted tax basis in the
debt securities. A U.S. holder�s adjusted tax basis in a debt security generally will be its cost for that debt security.
Gain or loss realized by a U.S. holder on such sale or other taxable disposition generally will be capital gain or loss
and will be long-term capital gain or loss if, at the time of the disposition, the debt securities have been held for more
than one year. Certain non-corporate U.S. holders (including individuals) may be eligible for preferential rates of
taxation in respect of long-term capital gains. The deductibility of capital losses is subject to limitations.
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Capital gain or loss recognized by a U.S. holder generally will be U.S.-source gain or loss. Consequently, if any such
gain would be subject to Mexican income tax, a U.S. holder may not be able to credit the tax against its U.S. federal
income tax liability unless such credit can be applied (subject to applicable conditions and limitations) against tax due
on other income treated as derived from foreign sources. U.S. holders should consult their own tax advisors as to the
foreign tax credit implications of a disposition of the debt securities.

Information Reporting and Backup Withholding

Payments on the debt securities, and proceeds of the sale or other disposition of the debt securities, that are paid
within the United States or through certain U.S. related financial intermediaries to a U.S. holder generally are subject
to information reporting and backup withholding unless (i) the U.S. holder is a corporation or other exempt recipient
and demonstrates this fact when so required or (ii) in the case of backup withholding, the U.S. holder provides an
accurate taxpayer identification number, certifies that it is not subject to backup withholding and otherwise complies
with applicable requirements of the backup withholding rules.

Backup withholding is not an additional tax. Any amounts withheld under the backup withholding rules will be
allowed as a refund or a credit against the U.S. holder�s U.S. federal income tax liability provided the required
information is timely furnished to the U.S. Internal Revenue Service.
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PLAN OF DISTRIBUTION

At the time of offering any securities, we will supplement the following summary of the plan of distribution with a
description of the offering, including the particular terms and conditions thereof, set forth in a prospectus supplement
relating to those securities.

We may sell securities in any of three ways: (1) through underwriters or dealers; (2) directly to one or a limited
number of institutional purchasers; or (3) through agents. Each prospectus supplement with respect to a series of
securities will set forth the terms of the offering of those securities, including the name or names of any underwriters
or agents, the price of such securities and the net proceeds to us from such sale, any underwriting discounts,
commissions or other items constituting underwriters� or agents� compensation, any discount or concessions allowed or
reallowed or paid to dealers and any securities exchanges on which those securities may be listed.

If underwriters are used in the sale, the securities will be acquired by the underwriters for their own account and may
be resold from time to time in one or more transactions, including negotiated transactions, at a fixed public offering
price or at varying prices to be determined at the time of sale. We may offer the securities to the public either through
underwriting syndicates of investment banking firms represented by managing underwriters, or directly through one or
more such investment banking firms or others, as designated. Unless otherwise set forth in the applicable prospectus
supplement, the obligations of the underwriters to purchase the securities will be subject to certain conditions
precedent and the underwriters will be obligated to purchase all of the securities offered thereby if any are purchased.
Any initial public offering price and any discounts or concessions allowed or reallowed or paid to dealers may be
changed from time to time.

We may sell securities either directly to one or more institutional purchasers, or through agents designated by us from
time to time. Any agent involved in the offer or sale of the securities will be named, and any commissions payable by
us to such agent will be set forth in the applicable prospectus supplement. Unless otherwise indicated in such
prospectus supplement, any such agent will be acting on a reasonable best efforts basis for the period of its
appointment.

If indicated in the applicable prospectus supplement, we will authorize agents, underwriters or dealers to solicit offers
by certain specified institutions to purchase the securities from us at the public offering price set forth in the
prospectus supplement plus accrued interest, if any, pursuant to delayed delivery contracts providing for payment and
delivery on one or more specified dates in the future. Institutions with which such contracts may be made include
commercial and saving banks, insurance companies, pension funds, investment companies, educational and charitable
institutions and others, but in all such cases we must approve such institutions. Such contracts will be subject only to
those conditions set forth in such prospectus supplement and the prospectus supplement will set forth the commission
payable for solicitation of those contracts.
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Agents and underwriters may be entitled under agreements entered into with us to indemnification by us against
certain civil liabilities, including liabilities under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended, or to contribution with
respect to payments which the agents or underwriters may be required to make in respect thereof.

Agents and underwriters may engage in transactions with us or perform services for us in the ordinary course of
business.

In compliance with guidelines of the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority (�FINRA�), the maximum amount of
underwriting compensation, including underwriting commissions or discounts, to be received by any FINRA member
or independent broker dealer may not exceed 8% of the aggregate amount of the securities offered pursuant to this
prospectus; however, it is anticipated that the maximum underwriting compensation to be received in any particular
offering of our securities will be significantly less than this amount.
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EXPERTS

The consolidated financial statements of Fomento Económico Mexicano, S.A.B. de C.V. appearing in its annual report
on Form 20-F for the year ended December 31, 2012, and the effectiveness of Fomento Económico Mexicano, S.A.B.
de C.V.�s internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2012, have been audited by Mancera, S.C., a
member practice of Ernst & Young Global, an independent registered public accounting firm, as set forth in their
reports thereon, included therein, and incorporated herein by reference, which, as to the years 2012 and 2011, are
based in part on the report of KPMG Accountants N.V., independent registered public accounting firm. Such
consolidated financial statements are incorporated herein by reference in reliance upon such reports given on the
authority of such firms as experts in accounting and auditing.

The consolidated financial statements of Heineken N.V. as of December 31, 2012 and 2011, and for each of the years
in the two-year period ended December 31, 2012, have been incorporated by reference herein in reliance upon the
report of KPMG Accountants N.V., independent registered public accounting firm, incorporated by reference herein,
and upon the authority of said firm as experts in accounting and auditing.
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VALIDITY OF SECURITIES

Unless otherwise specified in the applicable prospectus supplement, Cleary Gottlieb Steen & Hamilton LLP will
provide an opinion regarding the validity of the securities under New York law, and Carlos Eduardo Aldrete Ancira,
our general counsel, will provide an opinion regarding the authorization of the securities under Mexican law.
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ENFORCEABILITY OF CIVIL LIABILITIES

FEMSA is a sociedad anónima bursátil de capital variable (a publicly listed variable capital stock company)
organized under the laws of Mexico, with its principal place of business (domicilio social) in Monterrey. In addition,
most of our directors, officers and controlling persons, as well as certain experts named in this prospectus, reside
outside the United States, and all or a substantial portion of their assets and our assets are located outside of the United
States. As a result, it may be difficult for investors to effect service of process within the United States upon these
persons or to enforce against them, either inside or outside the United States, judgments obtained against these persons
in U.S. courts, or to enforce in U.S. courts judgments obtained against these persons in courts in jurisdictions outside
the United States, in each case, in any action predicated upon civil liabilities under the U.S. federal securities laws.
Based on the opinion of Carlos Eduardo Aldrete Ancira, our general counsel, the enforceability against these persons
in Mexico in actions for enforcement of judgments of U.S. courts of liabilities predicated solely upon the U.S. federal
securities laws will be subject to certain requirements provided for in the Mexican Federal Civil Procedure Code and
any applicable treaties. Some of the requirements may include personal service of process and that the judgments of
U.S. courts are not against Mexican public policy.
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WHERE YOU CAN FIND MORE INFORMATION

This prospectus is part of a registration statement, including exhibits, which we have filed with the SEC on Form F-3
under the Securities Act of 1933, as amended. This prospectus does not contain all of the information set forth in the
registration statement. Statements made in this prospectus as to the contents of any contract, agreement or other
document are not necessarily complete. We have filed certain of these documents as exhibits to our registration
statement and we refer you to those documents. Each statement in this prospectus relating to a document filed as an
exhibit is qualified in all respects by the filed exhibit.

We file reports, including annual reports on Form 20-F, and other information with the SEC pursuant to the rules and
regulations of the SEC that apply to foreign private issuers. You may read and copy any materials filed with the SEC
at its Public Reference Room at 100 F Street, N.E., Washington, D.C. 20549. You may obtain information on the
operation of the Public Reference Room by calling the SEC at 1-800-SEC-0330. Any filings we make electronically
will be available to the public over the Internet at the SEC�s web site at www.sec.gov.
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INCORPORATION OF CERTAIN DOCUMENTS BY REFERENCE

The SEC allows us to �incorporate by reference� the information we file with it, which means that we can disclose
important information to you by referring you to those documents. The information incorporated by reference is
considered to be part of, and should be read in conjunction with other parts of, this prospectus, and certain later
information that we file with the SEC will automatically update and supersede earlier information filed with the SEC
or included in this prospectus or a prospectus supplement. We incorporate by reference the following documents:

� our annual report on Form 20-F for the year ended December 31, 2012, filed with the SEC on
April 8, 2013 (SEC File No. 333-08752);

� any future annual reports on Form 20-F filed with the SEC under the Exchange Act after the date of
this prospectus and prior to the termination of the offering of the securities offered by this
prospectus; and

� any future reports on Form 6-K that we furnish to the SEC after the date of this prospectus and prior
to the termination of the offering of debt securities offered by this prospectus that are identified in
such reports as being incorporated by reference in our Registration Statement on Form F-3.

You may request a copy of any and all of the information that has been incorporated by reference in this prospectus
and that has not been delivered with this prospectus, at no cost, by writing or telephoning us at General Anaya
No. 601 Pte., Colonia Bella Vista, Monterrey, Nuevo León 64410, México, Attention: Investor Relations, telephone
(52-818) 328-6167.
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U.S. $1,000,000,000

Fomento Económico Mexicano, S.A.B. de C.V.

U.S. $300,000,000 2.875% Senior Notes due 2023

U.S. $700,000,000 4.375% Senior Notes due 2043

PROSPECTUS SUPPLEMENT

BBVA

Citigroup

Goldman, Sachs & Co.

May 7, 2013
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